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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Faculty Minutes
1969-70

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
October 7, 196~
To:

All Members of the Faculty

From:

John N. Durrie, Secretary

Subject:

Regular October Meeting of University Faculty

The next regular meeting of the University Faculty will be held on
Tuesday, October 14, at 3:30 E.•!!!.• in the Kiva.
The agenda will include the following items:
1. Proposed revised amendment to Faculty Constitution -Professor Cott~ellfor the Policy Committee.
(Statement attached.)
(NOTE: The Faculty Constitution may be amended by a two-thirds
vote of the Voting Faculty present and voting and ratification by
the Regents. Amendments shall lie on the table for thirty days
before final action.)
2. Nominations by the Policy Committee to fill vacancies on
standing committees - Professor Antreasian.
3.

Report concerning plans for Vietnam Moratorium Day.

4. Recommendation from the Policy Committee relative to a
separate graduate student government -- Professor Cottrell.
(Statement attached.)
5. Recommendation from the Committee on the University
relative to University Governance --.Professor Loftfield.
(Statement attached.)
6. Report from the Campus Planning Committee concerning
open parking experiment -- Vice President Smith.

JND/ped
Enclosures

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
October 14, 1969
{Summarized Minutes)
The October 14, 1969, meeting of the University Faculty was called to
order by President Heady at 3:37 p.m., with a quorum present.
Professor Cottrell, for the Policy Committee, resubmitted for consideration a proposed amendment to the Faculty Constitution. It was
noted that, as presented at the June 4 meeting, the amendment had
been revised to read:
In Article I, Section 6{a) -- see page 22 in Faculty
Handbook -- change "(4)" to (5)" and "(5)" to "(6}";
insert a new (4) as follows: "to consult with the
Administration in the development of the budget, with
special attention to the policy questions of the
distribution of resources."
11

After discussion, the Faculty voted that the proposed amendment be
placed on the table for 30 days, for final consideration at the next
meeting.
Professor Antreasian, for the Policy Committee's Subcommittee on
Conunittees, recommended the following changes in standing committees:
Professor Patterson to serve as chairman of the Continuing Education
C~nunittee, replacing Professor Wiley; Professor Beck for Professor
Wiley on the Retirement and Insurance Committee; Professor Kelly for
Professor Mohler on the Research Policy Committee; Professor Kao for
Professor Wing on the Graduate Committee; Professor Heimerich for
Professor Thornton on the Scholarships, Prizes, Loans, and High
School Relations Committee; and Professor Calkins for Professor
Ferguson on the University Committee on Human Subjects. These
recommendations were approved by the Faculty.
Upon student recommendation, the Faculty approved the designation of
October 15, 1969, as Vietnam Moratorium Day, "a time for discussion,
debate, and judgment on our nation's foreign policy, with special
emphasis on our involvement in Vietnam." It was emphasized by
President Heady and Vice President Travelstead, however, that it
would be a matter in the discretion and at the option of the faculty
m7mber in charge of a class as to what portion, if any, of class
~ime on October 15th would be spent on the issue of foreign policy,
including Vietnam.
A~ter extended debate, the Faculty approved the following recommendations of the Policy Committee relative to the question of a separate
graduate student government:
"l. It is recommended that a separate graduate student
government be instituted which is to be responsible for
collecting and disbursing monies, for conducting business
relative to graduate students, and providing a structure
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by which the graduate student body may participate in
the decision making processes of the University.
In
making this recommendation the members of the Faculty
Policy Committee wish to express their concern that
the two governments, both undergraduate and graduate,
will work cooperatively in matters of concern to all
students.
"2. The Faculty Policy Committee recommends to the
faculty the approval of the Graduate Student Constitution as ratified by the graduate students in the
September, 1969, referendum.
3. Finally, i t is recommended that the ASUNM budget
for 1969-70 not be adversely affected by the creation
of a separate graduate student government; but that
graduate student fees resulting from a proposed changed
fee structure be made available to the graduate student
government in semester II, 1969-70."
11

Professor Loftfield, chairman of the Committee on the University,
reported to the Faculty concerning a meeting of the Committee held
August 5 at which i t had been voted to recommend to the President,
Faculty, and ASUNM that there be established a special council
advisory to the President. He said that such a council could be
convened "on quick notice" by the President, ASUNM President, or
Chairman of the Policy Committee "in the event that there seemed to
be some sort of crisis or other problem that required a University
communitywide approach." It was moved by Professor Loftfield that
the Faculty endorse the creation of the advisorv council, but when
it was explained that the council was already established and had
been in session, a motion that Professor Loftfield's motion be withdrawn was approved by the Faculty.
Professor Loftfield brought to the Faculty's attention another
recommendation of the Committee on the University also made at the
August 5 meeting, when i t was voted that the Committee recommend to
the Regents that they establish a Constitutional Committee insuring
the adequate representation of all segments of the University. He
reported further that the Regents, on September 27, had considered
this recommendation and had voted to establish an Ad Hoc Committee
on University Governance "to draw up a UNM Constitution which i t
could recommend for consideration of the Regents, faculty, and student body." Dr. Loftfield noted also that the Regents had voted
that the Committee be composed of six faculty members chosen by the
R7gents from a panel of twelve faculty members broadly representative of discipline and rank, named by the Faculty Policy Committee;
also two graduate students, four undergraduate students, four
administrative officers, and three alumni, the members also to be
chosen by the Regents from panels of twice these respective ~umbers
named by the various constituent bodies.
After considerable discussion, the following motio~ made by Professor
H<;>warth, was approved:
"This Faculty expresses to the Policy Com~ittee, and asks the Policy Committee to communicate to the Regents,
its opposition to the writing of a new all-University Constitution
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at this time. It also expresses its opposition to the method of
selection of representatives to a Committee on University Governance
as proposed by the Board of Regents."
The standing rule regarding two-hour faculty meetings having been
suspended earlier by Faculty vote, the meeting was adjourned at
5:45 p.m.

John N. Durrie, Secretary
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
October 14, 1969

The October 14, 1969 meeting of the University
Faculty was called to order by President Heady at 3:37
p.m.
PRESIDENT HEADY

Like to call the meeting to

order.
The first item today is a proposed revised
Amendment to
amendment to Faculty Constitution and it will be
Facu lty Constitupresented by Professor Cottrell for the Policy Committee.
tion.
PROFESSOR COTTRELL We h ave submitted this
proposed revised amendment enough times that most of
you should know i t by heart now.
It's on the first page
attach~d tO the agenda for today IS meeting
,
Cut,i(/~
revis~the Constitution, that part of the Constitution
dealing with the responsibility of the Policy Committee)
to include a new item four as follows:
"to consult with
the administration in the development of the budget, with
special attention to the policy questions of the
distribution of resources."
We have discussed this at previous Faculty meetings
and there still seems to be a question in the minds of
some as to whether we want to take this step .
I would
like to say a few words to this group representing the
Policy Committee in this matter.
The Policy Committee last year created an Ad Hoc
Subcommittee of the Policy Committee to discuss with the
administration the question that we are he re proposing
to be made constitutional. We have followed this procedure
again this year. We have currently a subcommittee of the
Policy Committee discussing with Vice-Presiden~Travelstead
and Perovich, certain aspects of the construction of the
budget . We have heard some considerable objection from ~
Deans in the previous meetings here and the feeling that
this is an administrative question.

r
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~
The final responsibility of the budget is it is an
administrative question and it is their responsitility.
The rights and responsibility of the Faculty to advise on
policy matters in this is something else. By this
constitutional amendment, the Faculty is not taking over,
nor does it intend to get involved in the administrative
details, of budget construction.
I believe that a
university must be responsive to the -- to the Faculty
and all its programs . In fact, one of the first
responsibilities of the Faculty is to develop institutional
aims;in development of institutional aims , we must in some
way communicate with the administration these aims and
these policy statements with respect to the construction
of the budget.
This was first recommended to us locally
by the local chapter of the AAUP.
It is a national
recommendation of Committee T of AAUP .
Ferrel Heady
was chairman, our chairman of that committee at the time
such policy was recommended and the Policy Committee did
not find him particularly difficult to deal with on this
issue last year , since he had gone on record a number of
years ago favoring Faculty participation in the policy
aspects of the c onstruction of the budget .

The Policy Committee feels that it is a desirable
constitutional amendment and that it does not cloud any
of the lines of responsibility and that the Faculty is
merely advisory in this and I think the amendment states
that very clearly , so I would like to move , on behalf of
the Policy Committee, Mr . Chairman , that the constitutional
amendment , as printed , be laid on the table for thirty
days for fina l consideration at the next meeting of the
Faculty.
HEADY
that motion .

I assume t hat we should ask for a second to

PROFESSOR THORSON

Second .

HEADY It is on the floor for discussion , I believe ,
with the understanding that it will be carried over for
final action at the next meeting .
Is there discussion?
PROFESSOR LADMAN Would you like to define for us
what you consider to be policy and nonpolicy areas where
our Committee would relate to the administration?
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COTTRELL Yes.
This refers -- the statement says
with special regard to policy matters and distribution ,
one, and I think the Faculty Committee of the institution
has the responsibility to examine our own programs;
educational policy relating to these and this is
constitutional, this is our responsibility, the educational
policy and the new curricula and new colleges and so
forth.
We need to examine these from time to time and
in light of what we feel the resources will allow us to
support that we may recommend accordingly to the
administration that -- and this is strictly a policy
decision -- that new programs or expansion of programs
not be considered at this time in light of the present
needs and present limitation on resources . I think it
would also be a policy question if the administration
felt on the other hand in order to construct the budget
and to carry out some of the administrative goals in
which they may wish to expand or to strengthen certain
disciplines, certain programs that we have, that they may
be thinking in terms of othe r programs , and I think it's
perfectly within the right of the Faculty to express
themselves on this matter and that we must.
These are the kind of things I consider policy
matters . Details of the construction of the budget and
details of the administration of it are administrative
questions, but I think we have to , in the context of what
we look at as educational policy, that we must then be
able to advise to carry through on our recommendations
and this in the matter of educational policy , which is
the responsibility of the faculty.
LADMAN I wo uld like to change the wording to
indicate "educational policy" in the amendment instead
of just straight "policy".
COTTRELL Not unless the faculty desires . It is a_..
constitutional amendment that we are presenting to the
Faculty . I think if the majority of the Faculty wanted
to put it here, that would be fine.
I really feet? that~
though we are talking educational policy in trying to
implement these particular questions , that this may have
some bearing on wider questions that we may want to
negotiate from a policy standpoint with the faculty, and
I do not feel that the word "policy" with special attention
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to the policy question in the distribution of resources
would in,J.pY way inhibit what we have in mind or give us
cartf blan~to do something that was not intended by it .
I think we start saying "educational policy" , then we have
to start defining that educational policy when we got to
that gray area.
If the Faculty desires to limit this to
educational policy in their statement, fine, but what is
within the framework of the policy of the Faculty , that
is generally educational policy and that is generally
of which we speak .
HEADY

Sherman Smith.

VICE-PRESIDENT SMITH Further on this same point,
one of the questions which arises in every budget-making
session is the relative employment of different kinds of
university personnel. Presidents of all of the institutions
in New Mexico, who are under the charge of the Board of
Educational Finance , agre~ at a meeting
about three
weeks ago, thatJrelativelY., the nonacademic personnel, at
their institutions , were in worse shape than the Faculty .
They asked for the Board of Educational Finance to build
into the budget-making process for the legislature a
larger percentage increase in nonacademic sa aries than
in academic salaries . When the legislature
the Board
of Educational Finance and the legislature finishes their
determination and it is time to make up the operating
budget for the next ensuing year , one of the first things
that has to be decided is what are the approximate average
levels of salary increases for these two kinds of people
to be.
a

I think that the question which was
Mr . Cottrell
comes into very sharp focus in this connection because I
would ask whether under the terms of this amendment the
Faculty should be in the position to determine the answer
to that basic question .
HEADY

Professor Cottrell .

COTTRELL I don't think they should be precluded from
advising on it . We have never said that they determine any
questions on the budget . They advise. That's all this is
saying .
HEADY

Professor Thorson.
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THORSON I just would like to add, it is advise;
it is the word -- the word is "consult", and if we are
worried about a lot in the Policy Committee but particularly
even if you added the word "educational policy", the fact
that we are cutting a part of a tie for nonacademic
personnel certainly has an effect on educational policy .
HEADY Is there further discussion on this at
this time? If not, it will be carried over for action
on the next meeting. I guess~we do have a motion that we
need to act on. The motion was made by Professor Cottrell
that this be carried over for action at the next meeting .
Those in favor please say "aye"; opposed "no". The motion
has carried.
Next we have nominations by the Policy Committee to
fill vacancies on the standing committees . Professor
Antreasian .

Replacemen s
on Standi ng
Cornmitt s

PROFESSOR ANTREASIAN The following names have been
nominated to fill the position vacant on standing committees:
Professor Patterson is Chairman of the Continuing Education
Committee. Professor Beck replaced Professor Wiley from
Retirement and !nsurance Committee . Professor Kelly replaced
Professor Mohler on the Research Policy Committee .
Professor Kao to replace Profe,tsor Wing on the Graduate
Committee . Professor Heimerici to replace Professor Thornton
on Scholarships , Prizes , Loans and Highschool Relations
Committee . Professor Calkins to replace Professor Ferguson
on the Commi ttee on Human Subjects .
Mr. President, I move that these names be accepted
in nomination .
HEADY

Is there a second?

PROFESSOR HEIMERIC~

Second .

HEADY Do you want this list to be repeated?
you repeat the list?

Would

ANTREASIAN Professor Patterson is Chairman of the
Committee on Continuing Education . Professor Beck to
replace Professor Wiley on Retirement and Insurance .
Professor Kelly to replace Professor Mohler on Research
Policy Committee . Professor Kao to replace Professor Wing

0
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on the Graduate Committee. Professor Heimerick to replace
Professor Thornton on Scholarships, Prizes, Loans, and
Highschool Relations . Professor Calkins to replace Professor
Ferguson on the Committee on Human Subjects.
HEADY There is a second to approve these nominations.
Is there discussion?
A FACULTY MEMBER

Which Kelly is that replacing

Mohler on Research?
ANTREASIAN

Ruben Kelly, Electrical Engineering .

HEADY Those in favor of the motion please say
"aye"; opposed say "no" . Motion is carried .
We have a report concerning plans for a Vietnam
Moratorium Day. Are you going to make that, Mr. Curry?
RON CURRY

No .

Vietnam Moratorium Day Oct.
5, 19 6 9

Tom is.

HEADY Tom Hogg , come up here . There is no
amplifier and they may be able to hear you better .
TOM HOGG As I was saying , if you keep abreast with
mass media, you realize that the Vietnam Moratorium had
a tremendous response here in Albuquerque . The APS last
week endorsed our resolution allowing for a discussion of
Vietnam involvement pro or con in the classrooms and also
allowing some students to come to the University for the
program we have set up . Now, many students have been
working on the campus to set up what we think is a very
rounded and well-informed program, and basically it's going
to start with a panel discussion . We will have three or
four professors . We will have many other professors here
tonight . We have movies set up in the sub . One is the
Faces of War and the other one is Hanoi Thirteen and the
other one we are trying to get from Kirtland Air Force
Base . We have a religious service scheduled for the
evening at six-thirty and a march around the campus . We
have a speaker that we are bringing in from Florida to
speak that night , so there will be many sheets of paper
listing all the various activities on campus tomorrow,
but this is the basic idea of what we have done now .
Now I would like to approach you this afternoon on
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the idea of endorsing a resolution which appears on the
petition, which is circulated around the campus, and I
will read it to you :
"We, the undersigned, support the designation of
October 15, 1969 , as the Vietnam Moratorium Day ,
a time for discussion, debate, and judgment on
our nation's foreign policy with special emphasis
on our involvement in Vietnam."
This is what we would like your endorsement from
today.
HEADY
You are recommending approval of the
language that you just read -HOGG Yes .
-HEADY -- the Faculty as an official action of the
A
Faculty?
HOGG

That's what we would like .
a.-

HEADY I will have to inquire of the parl~entarian
as to whether the participation of students includes
making motions, and if it does not -HOGG

That's why I didn't make the motion myself .

HEADY I know . I am advised that to get a motion
before us officially , it should be made by a~aculty
~ember.
PROFESSOR HOWARTH
PROFESSOR LOFTFIELD

I would so move.
Second .

HEADY
It's moved and seconded that the Faculty
approve the statement on this Vietnam Moratorium , which
says that we support the designation of October 15 , 1969,
as the Vietnam Moratorium Day, a time for discussion,
debate, and judgment on our nation's foreign policy
with special emphasis on our involvement in Vietnam . That
is the language you have in mind?
CURRY

Yes, sir .
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HEADY

Is there discussion on t h is resolution?

PROFESSOR CARNEY How will this affect the
memorandum that we have from Vice-President Travelstead
concerning tomorrow?
HEADY

Do you want to comment on that?

VICE-PRESIDENT TRAVELSTEAD Yes. On last Friday
at the request of some department chairmen, I sent to
the,,;{eans and~partment,}1iairmen, my interpretation of
the Board of Regents' action the previous week. In
that memorandum I said that t;i:= no change of schedule
had been requested in class meetings, laboratories and
none had been approved~and unless a professor chose to
spend a part of the meeting of the class time, it would
not be done. We followed up to day with a meeting from
the -- I mean, a memorandum to the Faculty and I don't
know whether they have received it or notr the statement
that the students originally submitted, it seems to me,
is quite significant and, Tom, I think it goes beyond
what you have just read . Mr. Chairman, if you think it
would be helpful for the understanding of this, I would be
glad to read that student
statement, which was really
the basis of the Regents' action and I would think would
be the basis of the Faculty action here today, if you
think it would be helpful if I did that.
HEADY

I think you should decide whether you should .

TRAVELSTEAD

Well, I have just decided.

The students submitted this paragraph to the Regents
and I will read i t exactly as they submitted it as to the
Regents:
"Vietnam Moratorium Day on October 15 has been
organized at this University to accomplish what
educational institutions have done best: the
discussion and tentative resolution of the problems
facing our nation. The coordinating committee is
composed of interested students who will be
designing the various activities and promoting
interest within the University while also
soliciting support from all persons in the

.,..
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Albuquerque community who wish to bring the
Vietnam controversy into the open.
It will be
a day designed around the word, "THINK," a time
for us as citizens to analyze and reassess our
positions in regard to American foreign policy .
Surely a healthy democracy demands no less from
its constituents than for them to weigh
constantly all major issues and alternatives
and to express their final, constrictive judgment.
Since this must be done in an atmosphere of
competence and intelligence, we desire no disruption of the academic community, but ask each
member of it to think about and discuss these
prob lems throughout the day. We , therefore, ask
for your support in this collective endeavor to
determine our national priorities ."
If, on the basis of that, the Regents -- I take it
from the minutes showing their action1 ~they voted
unanimously to "commend the students for their thoughtful,
moderate, and helpful approach to this issue and to
endorse discussion of issues of the day in this sense."
HEADY I might add that the language that has been
placed before you for action now was/'\ I was asked -- as to
whether I would sign a petition some time ago before this
was presented to the Reg~~nd at that time in discussions
with Mr. Curry and Mr . 5 ~ , I asked for clarification
as to whether this meant as far as the intention of the -those who were circulating the petition for use of class
time and it was my understanding with them, and it is the
basis of statements I made in the Lo b o and I think the
basis of Doctor Travelstead's statement that it would be
a matter in the discretion and at the option of the/aculty
}'1'ember in charge of a class as to what portion, if any,
of class time on October 15th wou ld be spent on the issue
of for~ign policy, including Vie tnam.
I think that is
partly responsive to the question as to my interpretation
of what this language meant and what the adoption of the
J_anguage by the Faculty would mean. I do not see it
Jitffecting all the statements that have already been made
about what this meant about class time.
Is there further discussion? Those in favor, please
say "aye"; opposed "no" . The motion is carried.
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The next item on this is a recommendation from the
Policy Committee relative to a separate graduate student
government. You have a statement concerning this that
was distributed with the call to the meeting. Professor
Cottrell.

Graduate
Student
Government

COTTRELL The question of graduate student
government was referred to the Policy Committee from two
sources: one, at the May meeting of the Faculty the
general Faculty voted to refer the question and answer to
some debate that had come up about modifying the present
ASUNM constitution. They voted to refer this entire
question to the fa.cul ty I fo l 1cy C:n,,. , , , ;tte~.
Then, during the summer, the question was put
before the Regents and the Regents essentially referred
it back~~ saying they would act upon it after it had
been acted upon by the Faculty Policy Committee and,
-1:henl'/J, I assumeJthe Faculty.
Our recommendations are before you.
to elaborate on them just a bit.

I would like

I initially, as Chairman of the Policy Committee,
entered this -- entered into this with a slightly different
idea from what we have -- a considerably different idea
from what we have recommended.
I thought there might be
some possibility of structuring a federal system of student
government and we worked on this. We had hearings for three
weeks. We heard arguments pro and con. We had some
special meetings in which we tried to point out a few of
the difficulties that were currently existent and we
received little, if any, concession from ASUNM that would
indicatethere had been any willingness or a significant
compromise, the position being essentially that the graduate
students were merely a special interest group of the total
student body, and they did not really, and should not have
any different legislation for any different standing from
any other clubs.
Now, I think that the Faculty Policy Committee failed,
time after time, to impress upon the representatives of
ASUNM and(wraduate ~tudent Union, which is a group of
graduate students who take somewhat the same position as
ASUNM, that in general, the graduate students do have a
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somewhat different interest i n many aspects of Uni v ersity
life; t h at they deserve a righ t to p articip~t~ in
University decision-making processes with out~~ ing
granted to them paternalistically by ASUNM. We could
never make this. We received no specifics from ASUNM
and we received no specific concession from the
(jraduate §tudent ~ouncil that a separate graduate
student government was the only answer. A part of the
opposition to this had centered around the fact t h at
ASUNM insisted graduate students did not know what they
were voting on in a couple of referenda that were h eld
last spring and last fall during registration.
We do not have here to present you the ball o ts,
but we did secure for the Faculty, copies of the mail
ballots, the postal cards that were used, and I might
say that this probably backfired on the opponents of
this referenda because, if our graduate students d id
not understand what they were voting on, then this
University is in trouble because it was very clear on
the ballots what they were voting on and in ligh t of
this and an expression from a large percentage of the
graduate student body that they would like to have the
separate graduate student government, and in light of
the fact that we could not seem to improvise any sort
of compromise, we finally decided that this was probably
the alternative. We examined it and we made a threefold recommendation, and this is before you: one, that
there be a separate graduate student government, to be
instituted, which would be responsible for collecting
its own and disbursing its own monies, for conducting
business relative to graduate students, and providing
a structure by which the graduate student body may
participate in the decision-making processes of the
University.
In making this recommendation, the members of
the Faculty Policy Committee express our concern that
the two governments, both undergraduate and graduate,
nee
to work together, work cooperatively in certain
matters and this we will see in print there, that we
express this concern.
Two, the Faculty Policy Committee recommends to
the Faculty the approval of the graduate student
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constitution, as ratified b y t h e graduate students in the
September, 1969, referendum, b e approv e d , and t h at is
attach ed.
That is one of t h e attachme n ts here.
Th irdly, we recommend t h at the ASUNM budget not
be adversely affected for this year and this ma y h ave
been created -- this may hav e created some questions in
the minds of some of you. There's a fee structure
change being proposed and what we are say ing here is that
t he mo ~ that is already committed to the AS UNM
budget, which involves many cooperative ventures,
hopefully in the future, such as speaker series, t h e
support of the Lo b o , support of KUNM, t h e cultura l
programs, these are the thing s that we f eel both
governments will want to coop erate on in the future, but
for this year, it is in the same budget but this not be
adversely affected, but that ad ditional revenues from a
fee structure change in the s p ring semester be allocate d
to the graduate student association. Thi s is our threefold recommendation.
One question that may arise, and that is with
respect to the certification of the balance of t h e
graduate students, and it had been charged at one time
that we did not know that this count was correct or
whether it was correct. The Policy Committee asked for
an audit of these and I have a note here to the Policy
Committee from the office of Vice-President for Student
Affairs, Harold Lavender, Vice-President, signi ng it
and Wayne Moellenberg, from t h e Graduate School and
it says that our examination of the ballots which were
received in the recent graduate student referendum would
give us no cause to question the validity of the outcome
as reported by the council officers.
This was in reply to a question which the Policy
Committee raised. We found this all in order. We think
that this is probably the only solution, certainly at
this time; there are many, many reasons for it and I will
be glad to answer questions, but for the present, I would
like to move the adoption of this report, as printed.
HEADY Your motion, as I understand it, is that t h e
Faculty accept the recommendations that are on this page
with the heading " Graduate Student Government"?
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COTTRELL

Right.

HEADY I think it is the third sheet in the material
that was distributed to you.
Is there a second?
PROFESSOR MOELLENBERG
HEADY

Discussion?

STUDENT HEIDE
HEADY

Second.

Mr. Heide.

Could I come up?

Corne up here, yes, sir.

JOHN HEIDE I am John Heide , a graduate student
in math , and I represent the ~aduate tudent council -ijraduate Student Union, excuse me!
COTTRELL

You are changing John.

See, we converted

you.
HEIDE

Well, I get confused with the letters .

The (iraduate ~tudent Union opposes the recommendations
of the Faculty Policy Committee.
I sincerely submit that
our reasons for this opposition are important in that, and
that they are logically sound, and I hope that you will
give my arguments a consideration in deciding your vote on
this matter.
First , I would like you to consider two points that
are concerned with the way this proposal has been handled
up to now .
I believe that there has been an atte~pt to
ram this proposal through to final approval before its
implications are fully appreciated by those concerned .
The first step in this process was the constitutional
referendum , whi c h was conducted by the graduate tudent
eouncil. This policy was conducted before classes began
in September.
The poll was completed before anybody -before people were organized on campus .
It was completed
during registration. There was no opportunity for debate,
and those students who responded to the poll had to take
a -- had to take the proposal at f~
value with no
other information available. Now, I am sure that graduate
tudent liouncil will present some plausible reason for
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conducting their referendum with solace, but I ask you to
consider if it wouldn't have been more reasonable to
wait a couple of weeks until the students concerned were
able to get together and receive information on both sides
of the question, especially in view of this fact that this
proposal cannot possibly be put into effect until
February of this next year at the earliest.
Graduate~tudent council's next action was to
bring the proposal before the Faculty Policy Committee
during the first week of school. Graduate .Student eouncil
pressured this committee for an immediate decision, which
could be taken to the September Faculty meeting .
Fortunately, that was not allowed, but one result of the
pressure on the Faculty Policy Committee was that only
two one-hour sessions during the first two weeks of school
were allowed for public debate in the Faculty Policy
Committee.
I can't speak for other interested groups,
but the (graduate ~tudent Union feels it never had an
ample opportunity to make its position clear to the
Faculty Policy Committee.

1-h-

'r~ f~~
UZ-

"'F acul tyn .
is now being askedl\ to ~
'epp:: , e:_ approva:f w ic
had sufficient publicity
or consideration~and it is asked to make this approval
four months before the proposal can be implemented. I
believe this attempt at railroading by it is sufficient
grounds for rejection of the proposal.
A second general objection .to the procedures used
by the {iraduate Student E'ouncil ~ as follows:
the
question of a separate graduate student government is
clearly a student matter. ,.i&gtlzi!!~ileRt
tbs±, As a student
matter, this issue should initially be decided by
students. I am sure that all groups involved with the
issue agree that any final decision should be reWiewed by
the Faculty and Regents, but it seems equally clear that
the initial decision in a matter which is strictly of
student concern should be made by students. The poll was
conducted by graduate student council and does not
represent any significant decision on the student level.

As I mentioned previously, these polls were
conducted without publicity and without opportunity for
debate.
Yes or no vote was required of uninformed students
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of a complex issue with only the yes side presented . The
polls were conducted by one of the interested parties and
one of the polls even included a phrase: "This is an
urgent request for an affirmative vote . "
No poll ~ was conducted among the undergraduates> and the undergraduates are certainly a group
that have a stake in the outcome of the issue .
In brief , I feel that no decision has been made
by students.
In the present case, since graduates are
the students most affected by it, and since they are
generally a mature and slow-moving, not too volatile
group, I don't think you have to worry about a riot if
a Faculty decision isn't made on this student matter.
But I believe that a Faculty decision on a student
matter will cause resentment here ) and
- also would
set a very bad precedent .
In addition to these two general objections,
6raduate~tudent Union has objections which are specific
to this proposal.
First of all , the proposal is unnecessary . The
defective polls that I have referred to do not indicate
any strong support among graduate students for this
particular proposal . And , if the ten or so active members
of the qraduate Student €ouncil are strongly for it , they
are balanced by the ten or so active members of my group ,
the iraduate Student Union , which are against it . We
have twenty people here , and that's all. You are not
talking about the graduate student body up in arms .
Further, the g r aduate student members of ASUNM are
not unfairly treated/ ;(t present, ~raduate tudent council
claims notwithstanding.
Right now, only about six hundred
of the more than ten thousand student members are
graduate students . Still, the great majority of ASUNM
resources is devo ted to programs which are of equal
interest and equal value to the graduates and undergraduates
alike, such as cultural events, speakers programs , and
the Lobo, although ASUNM does support some programs such
as homecoming and fiesta , which are of primary interest
to undergraduates . These programs are at least balanced
by proportionately by programs such as moot court and the
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international center, which are of interest mainly to
graduates.
I ndeed , since only about five percent of the
contri butors to ASUNM are graduates, and since all
graduates benefit from programs such as Lobo and KUNM,
it seems likely that~~uates, as a group, are presently
being given preferen
·
treatment.
ASUNM has passed amendments to its constitution
which would, if they get through the channels of approval,
make all graduates full members of the ASUNM.
From its
past performance, there is every reason to believe that
ASUNM would continue to app ortion its resources fairly
if the percentage of graduates in its membership should
increase. ASUNM shows no signs of rejecting graduate
student participation.~ft jts 3raauaeiofi s~QENIWE. ·
In its action, it would no way indicate
necessity for a separate graduate student government .
Graduate Student eo'Wc..Jl' s allegations of unfairness
really boil dow~fi'-tYo°A'tHe Graduate student €ouncil has not
received all the student funds that it wants and there's
a very good reason for this.
As far as I know, 6-r.-aduate student council has
never presented a request for student government to carry
out a pro gram of benefit to graduates. On the contrary,
all 6raduate $tudent E'ouncil requests have been for funds
so the iraduate Student G'ouncil could carry out programs
~nd if a studeIJi~Ji~r,ernment.had.granted su?h.a.request,
1 t would have been
I 111g 1 ts respons1b1l1 ty and
turning over the p~wers of government to a non-governmental
body. Let me give you an analogy.
I am sure that if the
Faculty would never approve the request of a non-Faculty
group to set up and run a new academic program where all
Faculty decision-making and teaching functions were to
be carried out by the non-Faculty group.

aaa;ud!f

On the other hand, the request to the Faculty to
set up and run a new academic program using Faculty members
as instructors and going through academic procedure would
receive consideration.
Similarly, any jraduateS'tudent
€ouncil request for ASUNM action through ordinary student
government procedures would receive due consideration.
There were no such requests to my knowledge.
-£-he
The failure of graduate &tudent &ouncil to g e t ~
funds requested~ a result of this poor approach and
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ignorance of effective procedures~ it is not an indication
thatAse par ate graduate student government is needed.
(3l..-

Another specific objection to the proposal is that
it is impractical. The proposed(iraduate $tudent Association
gives little hope of being representative of graduate student
opinions and wishes. A close reading of the proposed
constitution and bylaws will reveal that the election of
the departmental representatives to the graduate student
association are to be completely unsupervised and
uncontrolled. As an example, an election which would have
met all the requirements of the proposed ~aduate <student
Association procedure was held last April in the mathematics
department to select a representative to the graduate
student council.
In this election, out of some one hundred
graduates, four people voted and two of them only because
they happened to be in the coffee lounge at the time.
There is certainly no visible reason/ to believe
that the proposed organization would get any better
participation.
In addition to being unrepresentative, such a plan
of organization invites takeovers by extremist groups.
You can get a departmental representative with four votes
and it doesn't take too many votes to get a majority on
the graduate student association.
The proposed graduate
student association may be finally impractical as well.
Its constitution provides for a minimum of four paid
officers and the salaries would amount to at least twentyfive percent of the yearly income.
In addition, qraduate
Student Association is committed to purchase service for
graduates from ASUNM~
Such a purchase, if it can be
negotiated, will take so much of the remaining funds as
to leave graduate student association incapable of
mounting any programs for graduate students.
If the purchase services cannot be negotiated,
(fraduate ~tudent Association will either go broke trying
to duplicat~ ASUNM's present services, or else will
deprive graduate students of many desirable benefits.
It should be realized that the proposed Graduate
~tudent Association is merely a continuation of graduate
student council under a different name.
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There can be no doubt that (fraduate Student (council
would dominate the new organization in its formative
stages.
The first elections for the new organization
would be held by fraduate ~tudent <council. The personnel,
philosophy, and policies of the new organization would
differ little from the old, and viewed from this standpoint,
the qraduate !student Association would merely be a
continuation of a failure.
No graduate student that I
know of has ever -- that I have ever talked to is aware
of any concrete benefit he has received from §raduate
Student Eouncil.
In its handouts that was included in your agenda,
the only activity, other than opinion polls, that
~aduate.s;tudent E'ouncil points out is its research into
the problems of the library, and this is very revealing.
No one has ever heard of anything that's been done with
this research, and at least according to the North Central
Accrediting Association, the library is still one of the
weakest points on our campus.
If this is what graduate
students has done, it's very nil.
The argument the graduate student council couldn't
do anything because it had no funds does not hold water.
An effective organization should be able to accomplish
something in five years, funded or not, and graduate
student council has not beenunfunded during the past two
years and this is the only period in which public records
are available.
Graduate.Student eouncil has had at its
disposition more than four thousand dollars. You are
being asked to approve the continuation of an organization
which has proved itself to be a complete failure.
The proposal is impractical because i t involves
a change in name only, no change of organization or
leadership. It offers no hope for a viable graduate
student organization.
Still another serious objection to separate
government for graduate students is the inevitable bad
effect i t would have on the institution of student
government on a whole at UNM. Some of you Faculty
members may be inclined to regard the present student
government as something equivalent to the Mickey Mouse
Club, and although I don't hold this view myself, I would
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be the last to argue that everything is well at ASUNM.
Still, I hope that we can all agree that an effective,
responsible student government is an institution which
is much to be desired.
If such a student government
existed, many student controversies, which plague the
Faculty and the constitution could be settled on the
student level with no need for time-consuming arguments,
such as we are engaged in now.
Establishment of a separate student government
would be a long ways away from this idea. You say
autonomous graduate student associations would create
disunity, a squabble over details of payments of -details between the two governments would be certain
to result.
It is obvious that the two government's
diminimous prestige and effectiveness of both. A
separate graduate student government would deny the
undergraduate government access to maturity and
j ud gment, which is wielded by the older graduate student
body.
Rejection of this proposal, on the other hand,
would bring about greater participation on these
student government by graduate students and it would
be that the Faculty wants to encourage good government.
To summarize,this proposal should be rejected
because it should be presented in such a manner to
suggest railroading because it is an attempt to force
a Faculty decision on a student matter because it is
unnecessary and impractical because it would do great
damage to the cause of a responsible effective
government at UNM.
Graduate student union does not
feel that any action, other than rejection, is necessary.
We believe that the problem will take care of itself
if left alone.
If the Faculty does not feel that some
alternative action is necessary, we would suggest a
creation of a body of students to publicize this issue,
or hold public hearings, and complete ones, and to make
the decision on the matter.
If this were done, graduate student union would
certainly commit itself to abide by the decision of
such a group. Thank you. Are there any questions?
HEADY

Mr. Curry?
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CURRY I will be brief in my statement . Most of the
things that I was going to bring out in my short statement
John has covered very well and adequately, I think.
I
would only like to point out two things, basically : aside
from what John said , the Regents did meet this summer and
there was an attempt to put money from ASUNM into escrow .
They did reject this for the reasons that the Faculty
Policy Committee brought out . We, in student government,
are trying to make attempts to make graduate students an
integral part of our decision-making process . We
recognize that they should be a part of this process and
we are trying to bring them into student government in a
proportional manner.
One thing that concerns me most about this proposal,
as many of you know , the University at this time , under
the direction of the Board of Regents , and under the
direction of the Committee on Universities and several
other members of the Unive r sity community , is attempting
to build an all-university constitution. One of the
prime reasons for making the constitution creating this
constitution is for the purpose of building unity within
our community .
I think an attempt like this by the
graduate student council at this time would only hurt such
an effort .
It would create some dissension among the
students , and I feel that if the Faculty were to adopt
such a proposal , i t would create some dissension between
the students and the Faculty .
I do not think that such an action at this time
would help in our efforts to create a more unified
University community.
I would also ask you to reject this proposal and
I would also a c cept what John has said in setting up a
student board t o c o nsider this proposal . Thank you .
HEADY

Anyone else?

Professor Cottrell .

COTTRELL A couple of observations .
I would like
to suggest that Mr . Heide , that his concern that the
Faculty is involved in a determination of faith of
students here , should carry over and the graduate
students should be given the same right then to
determine their future without the undergraduates being
involved in determining what the graduate student's
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future is at this University. Secondly, all the records
in every hearing and in every meeting, and I spent better
than a week's time, if we consolidated it all down, in
reading and in rereading arguments, briefs, and listening
to these questions and most of the rest of the Policy
Committee did, too -- but all arguments indicate that
the changes coming about in ASUNM are forthcoming only
because it was feared that they were going to lose on
this particular question and that these have not been
made wholeheartedly and they have not been made with the
idea that the graduate students have some needs and
identity different from what the other graduates have in
many cases.
The fact that the graduate students are not
a club, but the fact that a graduate student is a graduate
student and he has no choice in the matter if he enrolls
here for work in his field and he holds a baccalaureate,
or if he doesn't hold a baccalaureate, he is an
undergraduate, is different from considering the graduate
student as a club which has been, I would feel, overwhelmingly established to have been the attitude of
ASUNM in the past.
In answer to Mr. Curry's question on the fact that
this would cause differences and a question of an alluniversity constitution, I would suggest not let that
issue cloud this one. That one is on the agenda later
and we will talk about it at that time .
HEADY I have three people who have asked for the
floor and I will call them in the order I noticed them .
Professor Norman and Mrs. Heide and Mr. Curry .
PROFESSOR NORMAN I would like clarification from
Professor Cottrell , or any of the previous speakers or
anybody else: what exactly will the new graduate student
council do? I look over the campus and I see you have a
cultural series , we have athletics, we have a newspaper ,
we have speakers coming in from off campus , the individual
departments have seminars for students who are in a
particular study and the only thing I can find in this
whole statement is the fact that the graduate students say
they have done something about the library, but all the
other statements are very Vague .
I don't know what they
will do, specifically .
What sort of thing will they do?

I would like it
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clarified.
COTTRELL
HEADY

May I answer?

You are going to respond to that?

COTTRELL Yes. Provided, among other things,
Ralph, a governmental system to participate in the
University decisions . Right now the graduate students
have a voice, essentially, in the University policymaking decisions only if ASUNM agre s that they should,
and appoints a committee .
NORMAN Would that call for some sort of a
revision of ASUNM so they would get graduates?
COTTRELL I told you earlier ASUNM, John Heide,
said this should be worked out with the students . I
found two groups of students who were not speaking . I
don't know how they work things out if they are not
speaking. You could not communicate with them.
NORMAN I personally think it should be their
problem to solve it, and work out the representations of
graduate students in ASUNM, rather than see all this
regimentation.
COTTRELL This Faculty referred to us last spring.
You didn't say it was up to them to solve it . You have
referred to the Policy Committee and we have done what
we were asked to do , and also the Regents referred to us .
HEADY

Mrs . Heide .

MRS . HEIDE Sir , I resent your implication . I
cannot take action on a problem until I have been made
aware that there was a problem.
I never heard word one
from the graduate student council until all of this came
up, and then I make my very best effort to do what I
could for them , my very best , and I have tried , and
tried, and tried .
I have compromised, I have backed down
as far as I can back without backing off the cliff . Now,
I said once to you , and I will say it to you again , if a
participatory democracy cannot force participation, if they
don't want to, I can't do anything.
I have tried to get
them in and I have done everything I could, including those
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amendments which I presented to you and you did not seem to
think that they were adequate, nor did they. But I still
say that my guaranteeing them either representation in
student government, guaranteed on a percentage b asis or
guaranteeing them on a percentage basis a certain portion
of our budget, is the exact same thing as the federal
government doing the exact same thing for the banks, and
if the federal government ever tried it, there would be
such an uproar you wouldn't hear the end of it ever and
it's a mat ter of principle .
I have principle, too, and
I cannot compromise them any fu rther.
I have gone as
far as I can. I think I have tried. You will not accept
it, they will not accept it, and I am told that I am
unreasonable.
COTTRELL My apologies. I said ASUNM was
unreasonable and I did not mean Mrs. Heide at all .
was one of the most ardent sponsors of compromise.
HEADY

She

Mr. Curry.

CURRY Mrs. Heide is a student senator, by the way .
I want to say that we were requested or told that we were
not in a compromising position or that we made no effort
whatsoever to compromise and then we were told that by
making these amendments that it was only an effort to
overcome the problem. To me, that is somewhat of a
compromise, so I am confused as to whether first of
all, these are taken as a compromise, and if they are,
they are deemed just because I see them as a compromise
and an effort on our part to make some sort of compromise
in this problem, making constitutional amendments, and
constitutional amendments have been passed by our student
senate within the last three weeks .
But we have made
some sort of compromise on our part.
I ask you to
consider that.
HEADY I am calling on people in the order in which
I have seen their hands. Mr. Turner is next .
MR . TURNER I would like to perhaps try and clarify
for you the origin of the amendment that Mrs . Heide and
Ron Curry have referred to.
In this matter, when it first
reared its ugly little head last part of last term, there
came -- as a matter of fact, it was after the Regent's
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meeting which followed our last Faculty meeting, we were
approached by a member of the graduate student council,
who suggested that he may be beginnings ··of some -~movement
within the graduate student council, a compromise
movement, and we felt that this would be a good idea.
He approached us sometime later with the draft
agreement that had been originated by the graduate student
~
council.
We
sat
down
and
had
this
gentleman
-his
name
~
was Mark Mony, and we went over the document and prepared
a second draft of it ourselves and John Heide and myself
sat down one afternoon with Dick Elliott and Jim McConnell
and we went over this document line by line and at the
termination of our meeting, he felt quite sure we had
reached a compromise agreement.

-

This agreement would have, in effect, provided
proportional representation to the senators to the
ASUNM senate. As a matter of fact, I showed this document
to Doctor Springer, and as I in all confidence, I thought
to myself we had reached an agreement and I expressed
such a view to Doctor Springer and his comment to me, and
he's here to refute me if I misquote him, was that i t
was an excellent document.
This document then became the substance of the
motions which ASUNM student senate, in its own cooperative
mood, has passed. These amendments were sponsored by
Mrs. Heide and I would suggest to you that graduate student
union and the ASUNM have been more than cooperative in
trying to work out a solution with the graduate student
council.
Now, our meeting with the Faculty Policy Committee,
I brought this point up and I found out from Mr. Elliott
that we had not agreed to this, that there was no compromise
aqreement which was ever reached and I am left with some
bewilderment as to Mr; Elliott's reaction. But I am hoping
that this might answer Doctor Norman's question.
NORMAN I don't think my question has been answered
yet. What will the graduate student council do that is
uniquely different for graduate students and which will
be something uniquely different from the present student
Programs that we have functioning for all students?
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HEADY Professor Norman, on my list is Mr . Elliott
and I assume he may respond to that, but I haven't come to
him yet because I didn't see his hand.
But he is on the
list one or two more down and I will hope he will want to
respond to that question, if you want to ask him it.
Professor Guinn?
PROFESSOR GUINN Will this graduate student association
pay part of the cost -- proportional cost of the Lobo and
the radio station and things that are already in existence
or will they get them free?
FACULTY MEMBER
MRS. HEIDE

They will pay a proportionate share.

Proportionately.

HEADY As I understand, from what was said earlier,
yes, it's assumed there would be an agreement to work that
out.
GUINN

Is this in the document?

A STUDENT

It is in the bylaws.

CURRY I would like to respond toyourquestion in
this way, that we will deal with the graduate students
association on a proportionate basis. They will pay a
proportional amount for the Lobo, depending on the number
of graduate students that are on this campus.
GUINN

And the same for the radio station and others?

CURRY

Yes, right.

HEADY

Professor Moellenberg.

CURRY

That is not mentioned in that document, by the

HEADY

Professor Moellenberg.

way.

CURRY The approach that we have heard so far is
that we will -- graduate student council will deal with
us on a utilization basis. We have told them we could not
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do this because there is no way of determining how many
graduate students listen to KUNM or how many graduate
students read the Lobo .
HEADY

Professor Moellenberg.

PROFESSOR MOELLENBERG I simply wanted to make a
couple of comments relative to the questions which have
come up.
I have been in contact with t h e issue since
early last year and I don't believe that the representation
that the perception that it is being railroaded is a
valid one. This matter has been brewing for some time
and the graduate student council is acting in what may
seem to be haste simply because they are withou funds
to operate.
They were not given any funds at all for this
year and, in fact, conducted their referrendum on
borrowed funds and the attempt now is simply to get things
underway in time that something can be done before
semester two.
In view of the fact that this does yet have to go
before the Regents, on behalf of the Faculty, it would
be still, I think, before it could become effective,
some time. The other matter that I think is very pertinent
here is the matter of the Faculty acting upon student
matters.
I quite agree that this should be a student matter
to decide.
I think students have attempted to get
student's opinions about this matter, but the point is
that it is before the Faculty and that negative action
by the Faculty, in effect, makes a certain kind of
decision about the students themselves.
I think that
Perhaps Mr. Elliott will talk about some of the other
specifics that came up previously.
HEADY

Mr. Elliott is the next one.

MR. ELLIOTT I would like to s ecifically respond
to the question about services, and you will notice from
this document that you read, graduate student council
has always been primarily service oriented and over the
Past three years, we have conducted extensive research
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with graduate students to find out what their special needs
and interests are. On the basis of that research, we had
submitted budgets to ASUNM in order to get funding to provide
for service for graduate student needs.
Now, that's not to say that undergraduates may also
have these same needs. There was no attempt to exclude
undergraduates from the services.
It was just an attempt
to get funding to respond to something that the graduate
students said they needed, and I can list some of these
things:
for example, graduate students said that they would
like to have a central place, something that they could
identify with, you know. You wanted a Faculty lounge .
You wanted a Faculty center and the legislature did
something about that. Well, the graduate students would
also like to have a central place.
They would like to
have a lounge where they could meet and where they could
have interdisciplinary discussion. Someplace where they
could hav2 discussion with the Faculty and so on.
They
would also like to have a number of different jobs carried
out.
For example, they would like to have someone who
would explore not only available housing for graduate
students, but would actually go out and meet the landlords
and find out what their policies are and so on, so we
can have a current statement of housing available and
so on and so forth.
While there is a whole bunch of
things I could talk to you afterwards, I don't want to
take up any more time. But the important thing here is,
I think one thing that's been said over and over again,
which I don't think is correct, and that's that many people
feel this is a taxation without representation . That is
not really the primary problem at all and that's one
reason why the legislation proposed by ASUNM does not
reach the point .
If you have read the materials, you will notice
this isn't the issue. The issue is primarily guaranteed
funding for services for graduate students and continuity
in programming.
If, somehow, ASUNM could give guaranteed funding,
this would never have happened. But just to close off the
most important thing is that the graduate students need
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something to identify with.
They need to be organized .
They need a regular point.
They need a place in order
that they may participate more fully in the life of this
University and at the present time, you know they are not
p articipating and we feel that this is the only way in
which they can be brought into the University and really
participate.
HEADY

Professor Hoyt.

PROFESSOR HOYT I just wanted to ask Professor
Cottrell to explain: is it true that the funds, the
activity fee is going to be collected in any event
from the graduate students and the purpose -- one
purpose of this proposal would be to give graduate
students an assured voice in the spending of the fees
that are charged on them?
COTTRELL The fee change would involve that all
students would pay in proportion to the number of hours
taken.
The full-time student. Now, at this moment, the
ASUNM constitution does not really provide for membership
of any one else so I don't know whether that was going
to be the idea or not, because the ASUNM constitution
says the membership shall be an undergraduate.
HEADY

Professor Norman , did you want to engage

NORMAN Yes, I am still not convinced by Mr .
Elliott's presentation.
He talks about , well , first ,
rather vague services and continuity in programming and
I don ' t know what t hat means. Then he mentions only two
things, the sense of place . Why can't graduate students
have a sense of place over in the union? They can have
a time and place in the union . He talks about housing .
Why can't he explore housing with the University Housing
Bureau? I don't understand why we must provide - - we
must proliferate and why we must separate and why we must
fragment continuously. To me, it's a special interest
group of ever special interests on the campus.
HEADY

Professor Thorson.

THORSON The Policy Committee is, I am sure , by
this time getting a little tired of hearing me .
I would
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call i t a squabble, but I guess that's janitorial.
Wha t
they are talking about is money.
Power. Let's get down
to the problem. The problem has been that the ASUNM has
had the money and the graduate students haven't.
Graduate
students are now asking that they be guaranteed that they
get the money. Now that they are contributing under the
fee structure.
Now, i t was my hope, way last spring, that ASUNM
would respond by giving some sort of guarantee of
continuous funding proportionately. That was not
forthcoming and ASUNM did not obviously want to give that.
Now, my other concern, and this is right where you
are, I think, Ralph, and that is what -- that I would hate
to see the proportional funds which were taken away drawn
from things like the Speaker's Committee, which I think
is essential to this University as a University. This is
the essence of what we expressed in the end of that first
paragraph, and, if necessary, I can see that this, no
matter what action we take today, this squabble is not
over because I know that people in ASUNM are now talking
about making a check of identification cards to make sure
that no graduate students get to go to hear a speaker that
the undergraduate government paid for.
I hope that if we have to lock some people in a
room until they get this hashed out, that we pass this
and that then we arbitrate and we talk seriously -- I
thought seriously about putting campus rearbitration into
that first statement.
I am just tired of listening to
all of this stuff, myself included.(Applause)
HEADY

Professor Murphy was next.

PROFESSOR MURPHY I find i t distressing that we
don't have any clear-cut indication of vote among the
graduate students and also among the undergraduates.
I find i t distressing to have to try to vote on something
when i t hasn't been adequately debated among them.
I should
think that the bulk of this debate is something that
should have taken place before and among the students
before it was ever presented to the Faculty to act on.
HEADY

Mr. Battaglia, I believe, is next.
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MR. BATTAGLIA To answer specifically to your
question, we had a referendum at registration.
I will
give you the figures in case a few of you here did not
hear: fifty-eight percent of the graduate students
registering through the last day of registration voted
fifty-eight percent; of that fifty-eight percent,
ninety-two point three percent voted "yes" on the
referendum, so that answers you specifically, I guess .
I hope it does.
To answer this other, I forget now, Professor
Norman's question -- I think -- let me answer one:
you asked what is the graduate student association
proposing to do for graduate students specifically?
One thing I can say is without listing all these other
things that you have in your agenda of material here -don't you have this? -- all right, I can go through
the list of services that we propose here and all others
that other graduate students could suggest, but I
think the most important thing is this, and that is,
to establish that nine hours is a full load for graduate
students and on that basis, graduate students carrying
nine hours would get an athletic card.
But mainly establishing nine hours is a full
time graduate student.
Right now, only to those graduate
students carrying twelve hours are recognized as fulltime students by the University, although -NORMAN Then you are the wrong gradute student
association to make that determination. That's a
determination which is made in the administrative setup .
BATTAGLIA
NORMAN

It's not been done.

The Faculty cannot do this .

BATTAGLIA It's not being done. I could go on
here. Coffee lounge, for instance; foreign services,
study lounge, detail rental listing including cost of
housing, interest in foundation of babysitting services
for many graduate students who are married and have
children
A FACULTY MEMBER
for you?

You want the Faculty to do that
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BATTAGLIA No, sir. This would be the graduate
student association: funded committees with research
consultants to investigate and make recommendations
in the following areas of parking, parking privi leges
for graduate students, graduate student assistance,
curriculum reform in the graduate level, working load,
working conditions, paid differentials, and other
provisions of graduate teaching and research and so on
and so on. May I make this one last statement : at UCLA
we have contacted the president of that association and
he has no problems dealing with the undergraduates.
They are funded separately. They founded programs
jointly for all students and this policy of separate
graduate student associations is going through the
country.
The president of the UCLA graduate student
association says there · is somewhere now between seventeen
and twenty-five graduate student associations throughout
the country and it is growing every day and every year.
HEADY Dean Springer asked for the floor and then
both Mr. Turner and Mr. Curry have asked again.
Dean Springer.
DEAN SPRINGER I am sure that I am probably the
one person in this room who has heard all these arguments
before, but I am also sure that many of the Faculty have
not and I would remind the Faculty that one of the purposes
of having a policy committee is to do some of the leg work,
and I can attest to the fact that the policy committee, as
ordered by this Faculty as well as by the Regents, did its
work faithfully and held hearings, which I think should not
simply be overthrown by some questions which now may arise
as to some details.
I would urge the Faculty to listen to
its Policy Committee because if it fails to do so, too
often, I think we are in more trouble than we are bargaining
for.
From past history, I would simply say that on this
campus, as I have been able to observe for four years, this
is a very strong tradition of undergraduate enterprise
which is perfectly normal for most campuses in this country,
and that in terms of graduate student identity, which is
something hard to define and yet very important to many
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people nowdays, it's been an uphill struggle for us to
make our mark.
I will give you one example: the ASUNM
published an excellent little booklet designed to
orient new students to this campus. Now, when you look
at this booklet, what turns out is more new undergraduate
students, but is not so labeled. This is just a symptom
of the fact- that we have to take into account the fact
that in a general way, in a policy way, that among our
fourteen and a half thousand students, almost three
thousand are graduate and professional school students
and the ASUNM constitution reflects this in that i t
specifically states the the membership, by payment of
fees, shall be limited to undergraduate students.
Now , there was a time before this faculty last
spring to eliminate that word "undergraduate" and the
Faculty, in its wisdom, refused to do that and maintained
a situation whereby fees are illegally, perhaps,
collected from graduate students and handed over to
the ASUNM and then the graduate student council has to
plead for these fees which they have received in a
trickle, or not at all.
I agree with those who say that we had hoped last
spring to make a compromise, but the thing was carried
so far, partly because in my view, the graduate student
council was a little bit naive on what it would take to
get the money. But in larger part because I think the
Policy Committee accurately assessed the unwillingness
of the student center -- the student setup at that time;
perhaps not the present senate, but the past senate, to
consider this favorably, and we could go into all the
details.
Wha t I simply want to say to you is that the Policy
Committee, in my humble view, has done its work, has
brought out recommendations which I consider fair and I
think the Faculty has some obligation to consider that
point of view.
HEADY

Mr. Turner.

TURNER I wanted to respond to several of your
questions, but with Dean Springer's comments, I am sort
of at a loss for words.

7
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I think his exortation of you to put all your faith
and trust in the Faculty Policy Committee may not be
doing you justice.
I think you -- each of you has a right
to question this.
I don't intend to pursue i t any further.
I will agree with you: I think it is a student matter and
I would willingly substitute to force arbitration. We
have tried to arbitrate this with the student council all
summer and I would leave you with a statement: I believe
it is attributed to Plato, that there is unity in
diversity, and I feel that the graduate student council
and the associated students of the University have more
to gain by working together than by working apart .
HEADY

Mr. Curry, do you want the floor again?

CURRY Yes, sir. According to this,graduate
student lounge was oddly enough that it was there brought
up when I was presiding officer in the senate . It
was the only concrete proposal we received from the
graduate student council all year, was to give them
money to help finance a student lounge and we did . We
gave them that money. The only proposal that they gave
to us.
I think that's somewhat you might define as
cooperation or trying to help them in their program . The
fact that you -- that the claim has been made there is no
graduate students participating in ASUNM government is
not correct.
As of right now, I would say I make somewhere
around a hundred and ten appointments per year.
So
far, about twenty-two of those appointments have been
graduate students. One of the graduate students is
Chairman of the Union Board. Another graduate student is
Chairman of the Moratorium Committee, Co-Chairman of the
Moratorium Committee.
I think graduate students do,
indeed, participate in ASUNM and I think they will
continue to do so .
There has been asked that we give them guaranteed
proportional money every time that we budget our funds.
Well, I don't know of any government that does this .
I
don't know of any government that has been forced into
doing it.
It's bad governmental practice to guarantee
Proportional funds. We will not do it.
There was a mention of UCLA, that the graduate student
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council at UCLA is a growing and flourishing thing. There
happens to , be a graduate student~Eere
at the, University
_2;-_,-an, 1,.y•<l$S
of New Mexico by the name or
, who is former
editor of the UCLA Br u i n . He is now a g raduate student
here. He claims just the opposite: that it is not doing
well and that it will probably die within two years and
he is a graduate student here now.
We receive motions t hat there was going to be
a budget presented before student senate last year.
There was a budget presented before student finance
committee and there was no effort on the part of the
graduate student council to present that before t h e
student senate. I specifically asked Dick to come. He
came, he listened, and he left with no proposal made
by him.
I would like to say that if it has been illegal
for us to charge these graduate students money and they
are not represented in our constitution, then I would
say that one of the first things that t h e graduate
student association would have to do, if it were p ut
in effect, would be to pay us back for all the services
we have been giving them for the past ten years or so.
Also considering the Policy Committee, I would
say that you have overruled them before. I would h ope
that you do so again.
A FACULTY MEMBER
PROFESSOR RIED

Call for the question .
I move the previous question.

(THEREUPON, there were several seconds . )
HEADY The previous question has been moved.
This is not debatable and calls for a two-thirds v ote
to pass. If it passes, we vote on the main motion.
Those in favor of the previous question.please say
"aye"; opposed "no". The motion is car~ed.
We will now vote on the motion made by Professor
Cottrell to adopt the recommendations on this sheet
distributed to you before the meeting. Those in favor
say "aye"; opposed "no". The motion is carried.
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The next item is a recommendation from the Committee
on~University?elative to University Governance. Professor
Loftfield.
LOFTFJ~LD At its meeting on August . 5th, the
Committee on~University had invited a number of persons -Doctor Alexander, Mr . Bell, Doctor Heady, Mr. Heide, Mrs.
Heide, Mr. Hogg, Doctor Lavender, Regent Mapel, Regent
Ortega, Mr. Pick ns, Mrs. Pickens, and Doctor Wiehofen.
At this meeting we discussed a couple of problems that had
to do with the crisis which had happened here in the
University during the last year and from this meeting, t wo
recommendations were made.
One of these was to recommend that a -- that a
committee be nominated to be advisory to the President of
the University to be termed something of a sort of special
cou~l advisory to the President; that this was to be
composed of seven Faculty, seven students, four
administrators, and two alumni. The purpose of this
committee, it was felt, would be to act or to be convened
on quick notice either by the President, Chairman of the
Policy Committee, or by the president of the students -associated studentsAin the event that there seemed to be
some sort of crisis or some other problem that required
community -- that is, University communitywide approach.
To hark back to the kind of examples that we had
last winter or last fall, spring, and winter, in instances
where administrative action was required on rather short
order, there had been a sequence of events following in
which unhappy Faculty or unhappy students or unhappy
administrators, senators, legislators, and so forth, felt
that appropriate segments of the University community
had not been involved in the decision-making process to
any extent.

s

.

.
It was the conjensus of the committee on the
University that this committee, once appointed, although
it would have no authority, would serve in a consultive
or advisory role and would be present during the decisionmaking processes and hence capable of communicating to the
corresponding community with a minimum loss of confidence
in the administrative action. It is my own belief that
since this is a councilory committee that is advisory
to the President, and that the President needed only to

Report from
Committee on
the University re: ( 1)
Advisory
Council to
President,
(2) Committee
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take our suggestion, that probably the Faculty does not
need to act in this -- on this matter. However, it was
the recommendation of the committee on the University
that the approval for this committee be obtained from the
administration, from the student body, and from the
Faculty; hence, I would move that this Faculty endorse
the creation of this committee, even though in fact it
even is not legally necessary.
HEADY You are moving the Faculty approve the
recommendation of a special advisory coun~l that is
recommendediJ:n the first resolution passed by the
committee off~niversity?
A

LOFTFIELD
HEADY

Right.

Is there a second?

A FACULTY MEMBER
LOFTFIELD
from the agenda.

It's the second one, isn't it?

Well, it's different in the minutes

HEADY It's the second one in the memo from Mr.
Durrie to the Faculty.
Is there a second to that motion?
PROFESSOR SCHMIDT
HEADY

Second.

Is there discussion?

Professor Regener.

PROFESSOR REGENER I would like to move an
amendment to the effect that two alumni not be included in
the committee since they are not participating in the
day-to-day operations of the University.
PROFESSOR GREEN

Second.

HEADY
I would like to comment on the appointment
Mr. Loftfield hasrtP.:entioned.
The recommendation to the -of the Gommitte~~ University was a recommendation, as
I understood it,Aand I attended a meeting to meet as to
a special advisory committee that should be set up to be
consulted, and to advise the President during an interim
Period while a study of the more basic constitutional
questions was underway. The committee has been constituted,
it has met, and at its meeting, I think we were all in
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agreement that it had no legal standing other than the fact
that i t had been convened by the President and its life
was one which could be ended by the President.
I did not
realize that at this meeting a motion of this kind was
to be presented to the faculty for action.
I would
find i t -- well, I guess I would have to say quite frankly,
Professor Regener, that I would feel that a cou c, 1 of fh;
kind contemplated here for my purposes as President should
include some representation from the alumni .
Professor Howarth?
HOWARTH I think what I would like to do, in effect,
is ask Professor Lothfield to withdraw his motion .
I
don't feel inclined to vote against it because I personally
think it's a very good idea to have such an advisory body .
But it seems to me that the €ornrnittee o~University has
already made a certain recommendation to the President,
which the President obviously has accepted. The committee
is functioning.
This is a purely administrative matter
and I don't think it's proper that the Faculty should
either feel compelled or feel it necessary, or even
desirable, to approve this.
This is a decision which the President himself can
make and has , in fact, made, and I see no need for this
action.
LOFTFIELD Doctor Heady, with permission of the
second , I would cheerfully withdraw this. I brought it
up only in order to permit discussion, in event there was
a discussion . The 6"ommittee oJ~niversity is authorized,
if I can quote from the constit~tion, to do just what
Doctor Howarth has already ~ggested, to make specific
recornrnendation~establis~ channels or through an)(d
)roe Zornrnittee for implementation. The established
channel in this case was directly to the President in
the University, and, as such, the Faculty does not have
to act. The report was more for information than possibly
for discussion.
HEADY

I am not sure who seconded your motion .

SMITH

He has just left, Mr. President .

HEADY

I will call on our parl~entarian .

(V
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PROFESSOR EUBANK I think we should do this in a
parliamentary fashion.
Once the motion has been given
to the floor, the maker of the motion or the seconder
ha s no control.
I move that the motion be withdrawn.
HEADY

Is there a second to that motion?

FACULTY MEMBER

Second.

GREEN Point of information: what we received
included two committees.
LOFTFIELD

I would like to discuss that second

one.
GREEN

All right.

HEADY The other committee is going to be
discussed, and if I expressed a little surprise th a t this
motion was going to be before us, I hope you will for g i ve
me.
EUBANK

This motion is not debatable.

HEADY Those in favor of the motion to withdraw the
motion, please say "aye"; opposed "no". The motion is
carri ed and the motion is withdrawn.
Now, we w.,}ill proceed to the discussion on the
recommendation~ €ornrnittee o~niversity.
LOFTFIELD The other recommendation, which is
substantiall~ more important and over which the
tornrnittee orf'tiniversity has essentially -- essentially
has no furt~r control: we heard testimony from a
number of students in the presence of members of the
administration and the Board of Regents concerning the
desirability of modifying or completely rewriting the
Constitution of the University of New Mexico in such a
way as to be more comprehensive, not being a constitution
only of the Faculty and a separate constitution only
of the students.
Without judging or speaking to the merits or
disadvantages of such a proposal, the ornrnittee on h
University did recommend to the Board of Regents that they
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undertake a study of the wisdom of rewriting the
constitution so as to be more comprehensive, and
suggested to the Regents that they appoint a committee
to study this problem. The committee is to be broadly
based in all segments of the University community.
That_u:1;~ as far as the recommendation of the
€ommittee on;::tiniversity goes, and subsequently, the
Rege nts have met, and having acted upon this particular
recommendation, have implemented it with greater
specificity, which you find in your minutes here, or the
agenda.
The Regents have suggested that they would like
t o have a committee composed of six Faculty members
chose n by the Regents from a panel of twelve Faculty
members broadly representative of discipline and rank
named by the Faculty Policy Committee.
Further, they would like six students, including
two graduate and four undergraduate students, chosen
by the Regents from panels as indicated below: in each
case, from a panel that has twice as many persons as
will be chosen for the committee.
Four administrative officers chosen from a panel
of eight administrative officers named by the President
of the University, and three alumni members of the
UNM Alumni Association chosen from a panel of six.
They further stated that the committee would be
requested to elect its own chairman and meet early in
the fall of 1969 and so forth.
Again , this is a matter of very serious concern
to the Faculty, and , again, the actual legal basis for
b ringing it before the Faculty in terms of
L~proving
of what the Regents have done is perhaps weak . On the
other hand, I do believe that in the selection of
Faculty members to be appointed or to be chosen in this
committee, that the Faculty here constituted probably
has some freedom to act in a way not entirely specified
by the Regents- that in order to make .-. more
representativeAFaculty group,
another method of
selecting the Faculty might be in order.
It is to this
point that I think Doctor Cottrell would like to speak .
May I turn the chair over to him?
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HEADY

Yes,

COTTRELL I don't know whether I am the proper one
to speak now because I want to speak not only to that point,
but several others. This item has been before the Policy
Committee. I presented it on the agenda last Tuesday and
I couldn't get any motion out of the Policy Committee.
Thirteen of us said -- only one -- had only one rather
unanimous opinion and that was the whole question, whether
a new constitution should be written or not.
One of the routes of this should have been through the
Faculty on the way to the Regents because the Faculty has
not expressed a desire to even talk about a new constitution
yet. (Applause) I had discussed this, I thought, rather
subtly
with the President three or four weeks ago and I
apologize, Mr. Heady, and I must have been too subtle in
which I told you at that time I thought it should be
discussed at the Faculty before taking it to the Regents,
and, as I say, maybe it was too subtle.
Now that it has been done, we need to consider what
is our action and I think it behooves the Faculty to know
if we write a new constitution this year with the outside
pressures that have been exerted upon our administration
and our Regents in the past months, that we are going to
lose ground constitutionally if we get something we all
agree to. I think it behooves the Faculty to know that
instead of the Faculty setting up some committees with
the students to figure out the constitutional role of the
students in the University government, that it is now being
suggested -- the Reform Committee, as a matter of fact,
this was in the Lobo from September 10th, said:
"Recommendation of a single intra-university
judicial system and division of the government
into executive, legislative, and judicial
branches with an all-university constitution."
I don't know where the Faculty would be when we got
through with all this.
Now, the Policy Committee is probably willing to
go ahead and try to structure some delegates to write a
constitution, if that's your desire. I think our feeling
was that we don't know whether the Faculty has any interest
in a new constitution at this moment, or whether you would
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like to amend the old one as we seem to get through from
last spring that you so desired. As a matter of fact,
we set up a committee last spring chaired by Henry
Weihofen, to study a number of issues, principles that we
felt would later be incorporated into a constitution.
One of the things we are concerned with is student riots.
The Faculty responsibility. These are principles.
Now, I don't think any constitutional committee
has time to write a legal document and study these
principles and have it ready for a vote, as I think I
have heard it would be done, by early spring from some
sources.
In the last two months, the last two weeks,
every deficiency that has been pointed out , or every
pending controversy that has been mentioned to me from
either administration or student sources , has been said
it will be taken care of in the new constitution .
Now, I am quite concerned.
I think we do need
some major revision of our constitution with the respect
to student's role in the University community.
But I
am not sure that I am willing to concede that there should
be any of the Faculty prerogatives dealt away at a
constitutional writing meeting this year .
In fact, we
need to strengthen a few . We need a few assurances .
The attorney general has ruled that the Regents
cannot delegate permanently their authority or
responsibility.
Does this mean, that every time there
is a new Regent, we have to have a new constitution? I
don't know.
I think the Regents need to look at this as
a two-way avenue and give us certain assurances if we
are going to write a new constitution that we can count
on that constitution working as a two-way street and not
as a one-way street. A constitution is important to the
people subject to it, but it's also a document by which
the state or government itself should operate.
One thing that bothers me about the memo I received
asking me to appoint twelve people on the Policy Committee,
or the Policy Committee to appoint twelve people from
which they would select six, sounded quite a bit like the
invitation that Tzar Nicholas sent in asking that they
create a Duma back before the revolution.
I will say this: the Policy Committee will recommend,
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if it's9our desire to
c ons titu t ion, we will
e l e cte d and the total
t his b ody at its next

participate in a writing of a new
recommend tha t the delegates be
number be six and be elected by
meeting.

~

HEADY I a m a little unc e rtain as to what the
parl\mentary situation is here.
I guess we do not have
a motion before us.
I would like to comment on the
way I see the situation with regard to the constitution
t he Committee on Campus Govern~e~~ University
Governme~r.
~~~

The meeting of the Committee onAUniversity ,
wh ich has already been referred to, after considerable
discussion, which was -- which included , of cours e ,
Faculty representatives on that committee plus a number
o f other people who had been invited ~ h e meeting ,
adop ted a motion that the Committee onAUniversity
r ecommend to the Regents that they establish a
con s titutional committee insuring the adeq uate
r ep resentation of al l segments of the University .
I t was,
I think , understood by those who were at the meeting that
this should be done very early in the fall semester .
The re was a great deal of talk about the urgency of this
matter .
It wa s also understood t h at specific recommenda tions
would be given to the Regents by me.
I ~ brought up this matter with the Regents in
t he June meeting , I bel:!£~e ,
t h e Committee on +hll..University
understooct'; and I thought tpproved by all
t h ose there , that a speci'fic proposal sh~uld be made to the
Regents as early as possible .
That proposal - - such a proposal was made to the
Regents . They acted on it , so at this point , we have action
b y the Regents to set up an Ad Hoc Committee on University
Government and a request from the Regents for a panel of
Faculty people, whi c h according to the motion adopted by
the Regents, would be designated by the Faculty Poli cy
Committee .
Now , I am sure that if the Faculty Policy Committee
Prefers to consult the general Faculty as to what persons
s hall go on the panel and then report the results of that
to the Regents
, there would be no objection by anyone
to that procedure . But I do not see that the question of
Whether or not there will be a Committee on University
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Govern~~
is one that is to be decided solely by the
Faculty Committee. Mr. Thorson.
THORSON Unfortunately, I wasn't at the Committee
o~iversity meeting.
I was in the PhD oral examination.
that afternoon and couldn't make it, but it seems to me
that on what the Faculty Policy Committee, or myself as a
member of that committee, what we are asking for is that
the Faculty consider this possibility and then perhaps
make recommendations.
Now, one of the things that I think would be within
our province, having been in something over six hours of
committee meetings in the last twenty-four, I don't think
that we really got the Faculty time to start out from
scratch with a brand new document, a constitution.
I
think what this Faculty might well wish to recommend
would be that starting from our present constitution,
that this committee, which the Regents have set up as
you indicated, I don't think we -- I think we are
prevented with it.
But I think that we might indicate that
our response will be that we will provide membership to
this committee, but that that committee ought to very
seriously consider starting from our present Faculty
constitution.
HEADY
THORSON

I should think that's entirely appropriate .
But it's not explicit, you see?

The other thing I would think is that this Faculty
might instruct the Faculty Policy Committee to take a
representation to the Regents, which is within the standard
duties of the Faculty Policy Committee, that they reconsider
this action of the twenty-third and think -- the twentyseventh of Septernber"~-and think that it might indeed be
hasty and ill considered.
HEADY

Professor Howarth.

HOWARTH I am going to make a motion.
I move the
following: that this Faculty expresses to the Regents its
opposition to plans for writing of a new all-university
constitution at this time and that it also express its
opposition to the method of selection of representatives to
a Committee on University Govern~ as proposed by the
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Board of Regents.
(There were several seconds.)
HEADY Do you have the language of that motion,
Mr. Secretary?
~~,..

THORSON

Could you read tha\7

HOWARTH This Faculty expresses to the Regents
its opposition to the writing of a new all-university
constitution at this time;and ~ it expresses its
opposition to the method of selection of representatives
to a Committee on University Govern~ as proposed by
the Board of Regents.
HEADY The motion has been seconded.
discussion? Professor Drummond.

Is there

PROFESSOR DRUMMOND Mr. President, I would like
to ask Mr. Howarth if he would mind changing the motion
somewhat to read that we would express this to the Policy
Committee and ask them to communicate as to the Board of
Regents because, according to our handbook, the Policy
Committee is our committee with the Board of Regents.
HOWARTH
would agree.
HEADY
DURRIE

Yes, I would agree to that if the seconds

Do you have this change?
Yes, sir.

HEADY That's accepted by Professor Howarth and the
seconder. Professor Green.
PROFESSOR GREEN I should think that part of the
subsequent action would be that Professor Weihofen's
committee would be activated and start workin~.on these
Policies and try to find out what the princip~s are.
HEADY

Mr. Loftfield.

LOFTFIELD Two points that I would make: Doctor
Weihofen, who was present at this meeting,this committee
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so far and that he thought this was a good idea and a
better mechanism than he had himself. The second thing
I can disagree with the second partof Doctor Howarth's
motion.
I think that it certainly is the prerogative of
the Faculty to suggest a better means for achieving a
representative and effective membership on this committee.
On the other hand, I think there is something dreadfully,
dreadfully negative about merely saying that we disapprove
of anything or anybody about writing a constitution at
this time.
This is so unconstructive and about the only
circumstances that I can think of that would justify i t
would be a terror that the state legislature will intervene,
somebody will take advantage, do very, very dreadful
things to our present constitution.
This is certainly not in the works.
HEADY

Professor Merkx.

PROFESSOR MERKX I would like to speak in favor of
the motion, particularly in reference to some points that
you just raised.
I am bothered, particularly by this
phrase to draw up the new UNM constitution, which at least
that's an open possibility .
I,do t
't's a very bad
O
time, particularly when the
has been
calling for distinct changes in the University government.
If the Committee starts work on this, there will be all
sorts of pressure through the state. What bothers me
more, though, is that this is precisely the kind of issue
that is going to divide the Faculty .
So far this year,
the Faculty relations have been good, and·
there's
nothing I think would be more likely to open up differences
of opinion that writing a new constitution .
The present Faculty handbook is a document that
everybody can live with; I think everybody feels it is
pretty fair, regardless of how much we differ on other
issues.
I think that handbook has been something we have
all been able to agree on in the past.
Now, insofar as there have been doubts about i t
and inconsistencies, they have been cleared up as they
come along, it's,
in a sense, all of our documents.
But if we are going to start out and throw away what we
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had in common that we agree on and think is good and
start rewriting something new, then it's going to be - then all the chips are on the table and everybody is
going to be fighting for their particular point of
view to get their kind of things in and so forth.
Frankly, I think that would lead to grave dissension
in the Faculty, and that is certainly something we
do not need at this time.
(Applause)
HEADY

Professor Howarth.

HOWARTH I wotld like to say that the fears
which Professor Loftfield doesn't share are precisely
what I had in mind.
HEADY

Doctor Smith.

SMITH I happened to pick up a chronicle of
higher education this morning. It's a publication of
the American Council on Education and the lead article
says "Universities urged to speed governmental reform . "
I would suggest that students at this University do
not think that our governmental arrangements and our
constitution are all jhat they might be.
I predict that
the principal changes ·
in a new
constitutio~ultimately arrived at, would not bear so
much on relationships between the Faculty and the
administration of the Regents or between -- or have
to do with present guarantees to the Faculty as they would
perhaps with a reconsideration and a redistribution of
some of the attributes of power as between the students
and the Faculty.

"

I say this with a good deal of concern because I
have seen within the past couple of weeks strong indications
of Faculty rigidity and unwillingness to deal with students
in an open and generous kind of way. I am afraid I have
to predict that what we are likely to see, more likely to
see down through the next few years than division within the
Faculty or schism between the administration and Faculty,
is difficulties between students and Faculty. I think it
is this aspect of
University Gover ~~e , together with
some existing obscurities, one of which I would talk about
if we ever got around to parking, that do need to be cleared
up and that do need some readjustments.
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HEADY

Mr. Travelstead.

TRAVELSTEAD Mr. Smith said one or two of the
things I had in mind.
I am not speaking for or against
the motion. But I want to make an o b servation whi ch I
might help to clear the background on this. I think
what was more obvious than almost anything else last
year was the Vagueness of understandings of jurisdictions,
whether it be administration, whether it be students,
or whether Faculty versus administration.
I think this
concern grew out of the point rather than some other
things about which some Faculty members had expressed
concern. Exactly whether a new constitution should be
written, I am not sure.
I think the Regents have no
preconceived idea of a movement one way or the other .
I think the Regents were aware, and I think probablyJ cf
some of the need for some reconsideration of the govern~
of the University community including the role of
students, including the role of Faculty, and including
the role of administration, so that we can work together .
I am -- I think students seated here today who
said to me, 0 Where is the line of jurisdiction of a
student? Can we or can we not do these things? Where
is it stated?" Well , obviously, with a separate student
constitution and that not being related to actions by
the administration or other parts of the University, made
it clear that these things are not decided upon .
I th ink the Regents merely had in mind the
clearing up discussion about and hoped for improvement
on these misunderstandings and disagreements about
University government.
I think they are more interested
in a reexamination of the government of the whole campus
than they were of sitting down and writing a new
constitution right away .
I think this mi ght help to
clarify the matter.
HEADY Well, I think it is a factual point that
the discussion of this matter in July before the Regents
by me, and the action that was taken at the meeting this
fall~ were bJt-~h responses to initatives taken by the
Committee orruuniversity, not the other way around. Mr.
Thorson.
A
THORSON

I would like to say I share Sherman Smith's
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concern and also share this Faculty's concern for
integrating students into University government in
an orderly way.
It seems to me that this Faculty has
dealt with this proble111Atwo years ago, I believe it was.
We moved to put students on every University committee.
We, or almost every University committee. I think they
aren't on possibly the President's, I don't know, but
I do see, however, that we have a way of changing the
Faculty handbook which is already well established. We
are going to have to make changes. We realize this, but
I -t:lhink that the thrust of this statement of the Committee
onAUniversity is too revolutionary a change for running of
University government.
I am a liberal, not a revolutionary. I would much
rather move through the processes that we have now
established. We put together last spring a blue ribbon
committee to study carefully the relationships between
students, Faculty, and the administration.
It seems to
me we owe it to that committee and to the amount of work
that was put into structuring that committee to let it
do its work, and then see what their recommendations are.
HEADY

Professor Caplan.

PROFESSOR CAPLAN I would like to ask the Chairman
of the Policy Commit~~ to enlighten me: by what right
does the Committee on~niversity go to the Regents to ask
that the Faculty conititution, headed "Faculty Constitution"
in the handbook, be amended or be changed?
COTTRELL In my opinion, by no right . I wrote the
description of the Committee on~niversity t h a t ~ currently
.
A
in your handbook three years ago. There was one amendment. II
That I did not like and it said 11 through established channels-'
and I said, "What the hell does that mean?"
They said to me that it means that they will report
to the Faculty and to the students and to the administration,
and that these are the groups that will make decisionson these
matters. And here it comes. It affects our future, our
constitution, and it went through the Regents and we are told
from above, "Okay, boys, you may work on a new constitution
or you should work on a new constitution," and I really
think we have to study it seriously at this time.
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I was asking the floor for another point, but I
guess I answered his question.
HEADY You were next on the iist anyway.
want to make the other point?
COTTRELL
I am tired.

You

No, let someone else get up )fuere

now.

HEADY I think I should remind the Faculty that
last spring sometime, we so voted as a standing rule
that we would meet for two hours. We did not start
quite on time, but we are now about five minutes from the
magic two-hour time and I will now call on Mr. Merkx.
MERKX I move we suspend that rule, which I believe
calls for a simple majority.
(There were several seconds.)
HEADY It has been moved and seconded that we
suspend the standing rule of the Faculty, which has been
suspended more often than it has been observed. Those in
favor of that motion, please say "aye"; opposed "no".
I think the motion has carried. Professor Tomasson.
PROFESSOR TOMASSON I am not exactly sure how I feel
about writing a new constitution now, but there's one thing
here I think is intolerable and that's how the constitutional
committee is to be chosen.
First, the Faculty Policy
Committee is to nominate twelve Faculty members and the
Regents to choose six of them, and then the graduate
student council is to elect a panel of two graduate students
and then the Regents are to pick one of them.
HEADY I might call -- excuse me. I might call the
attention to the people that are leaving that the business
of the meeting has not been completed.
TOMASSON Then the central administration is to choose
a panel of eight administrators and the Regents are to choose
four, and I think this is certainly very, very loaded.
HEADY

Mr. Smith, and then Mr. Regener.

SMITH

There is one point of procedure I don't think
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has been cleared here. What's being proposed by the
Regents is the putting together of a sort of small
constitutional convention to study and draft a
document. I think it is the intention that this
document, once completed, would be brought to the Faculty
for adoption and ratification.
If that were the case,
I would see no reason for a ny of this alarm about either
the composition of the committee or the presumptive feared
contents of the document.
Can you fill us in on that?
HEADY Well, I would like to read what was in
the statement that I made to the Regents that they act upon--"-rn,;d;rhe Re~s establish an Ad Hoc Cammi ttee on University
Gover~ to draw up a UNM Gonstitution, which it
could recommend for consideration by the Regents, Faculty,
and student body.' 1 It was my assumption that whatever
produce came from this committee would be submitted to,
and reviewed by, the students who have a constitution
under which they are now functioning, by the Faculty, who
have a constitution under which they are now functioning,
as well as by the Regents.
SMITH Well, Mr. President, the Faculty would
ultimately have what amounts to veto power over whatever
would be produced.
I fail to understand all this concern.
HEADY

Professor Green.

GREEN Last spring and fall, too, when we were
having these various problems~out what the Committee
on Academic Freedom and~e-t;{!'re~-it legitimate to
consider students as well as Faculty member~~ there
I\.
.
•
.
was much uproar.
It seemed to be one of the prec1p1tat1ng
factors in trying to decide where the students fit into
things. Now, we did set up the committee. Now, we did
distribute to the Faculty, the statement, the statement
on studentrights which, I am sure something equal~
or better would have been the recommendation of the
committee to this Faculty. The committee did not decide not
to meet.
The committee -- I am talking now about Professor
Weihofen's Committee -- this committee has not met.
It
has not had a chance to express itself one way or the other.
The charge from the Committee~ the University specifically
says an Ad Hoc Committee on University Govern~;-to draw
up a UNM constitution. Now, that is not making recommendations.
That is drawing up a document which will be submitted, and
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don't know what the rights of the Faculty would be . Can
we simply -- do we have to .accept it or reject it and amend
it and so on? You see, this was -- this is a very touchy
thing. If I had been making Professor Howarth's motion,
I would have asked that we -- that we recommend to the
Regents that they postpone this study until Professor
Weihofen's committee will have a chance to make his
report to the Faculty regarding student rights and how they
interact with Faculty rights, and also Faculty responsibilities
and student resi;onsibili ties.
HEADY

Professor Regener.

REGENER I am only -- I am sure about only one thing,
that is what we are now doing by way~f voting on this
motion is to disavow the Committee on University that has
made this recommendation, because weAreally do not think
that recommendation should have been made in the first place
and I think we are within our rights to disavow the
committee because, according to th~~ent col).titution,
which is still in force, the b o d y ~ represenUI~~·~~.
the Faculty before the Regents is the Policy Committee .
There's a statement to that effect in the constitution which
says that the Policy Committee represents Faculty members,
but we are Faculty members before the Board of Regents and
that I would say the Committee on the University was out
of order in going directly to the Regents, and since they
did it, the only recourse we have at this point is to
disavow their actions and I believe this is the intent of
the motion.
HEADY

Is there further question?

LOFTFIELD May I arise to a couple of misquotes?
For one thing, we did not recommend a new constitution.
We did not recommend.ff~.zthing of the sort. The quotation
here is that we voted~he committee recommend toihe Regents
that they establish aAconstitutional committee. Now,
constitutional committee doesn't have to produce anything,
for one thing, and the constitutional committee is to study
?onst1tution. A constitutional committee has been meeting
in Santa Fe.
They may or may not come up with something.
It may or may not be ratified. It happens to be a means
by which you look at the present constitution, look at
ways to i mprove it, and I think this was the entire intent,
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as Doctor Smith has pointed out.
The thrust of this in the
first place is incorporation of students in a greater
measure in the University constitutional structure. But
I would also point out that there are several instances -and I don't disagree that Doct9E Weihofen's Committee might
very well_~ave looked into this/\ they haven't, but they
could have~and i t would have been appropriate. We never
did know exactly what the constitution said about the ROTC
problems last fall.
I was very fuzzy when we ended up
with four or five J(d ;r'oc ,,e6mmittees, all of which were very,
very upset with what the administration had done or with
the harshness of which a particular rule had been dragged
out and applied, and clearly we needed a better definition
of how to handle this particular kind of a situation.
We don't know what the situation is exactly with
respect to the SDS and the freedom of the students to
invite outside speakers or outside conventions. We don't
know an awful lot of things. We don't know what the
status of teaching assistants is relative to job security,
tenure, and so on and so forth.
There are plenty of things
that needed to be looked into and some of these could be
looked into.
Now, whether or not a constitutional committee or
constitutional convention would come up with a document
that does satisfy us is problematical, but I do think
it's inappropriate to say there is no problem and that's
what the first part of Doctor Howarth's resolution says,
that we should postpone all action for the time being.
Now, I personally would not expect,contrary to
what some of these people have suggested, I would not
expect that a constitution would be produced within the
next three weeks or three months or perhaps even within
the next three years.
The present constitution was a
very long time in developing.
I think the essence of
it, though, is are we working in the direction of producing
a constitution which will meet the times more effectively
than the present? Amendments may be a path, but this
~mendment is just one path and an overall reexamination
15 another path.
HEADY
HOWARTH

Professor Howarth.
I would like to speak briefly on four
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specific points. Professor Loftfield made the statement
that -- my feeling is not that nothing should be done; my
feeling is that the present constitutions have not been shown
to be unworkable, and we are capable of making amendments .
Further to this, in connection with Doctor Smith's
point about his concern for student-Faculty relations,
I share this concern and again I think that the Faculty
has notbeen unresponsive to student concerns, and I think
that, if necessary, our constitution can be modified in
order to accommodate this.
Your second point about the Faculty"'that we can
veto the constitution, any constitution which might be
proposed, seems to me to be suggesting that we put
ourself in hazard because we have an opportunity to defend
ou~selves later.
I would like not to put myself in hazard .

J: ( '!t!1
'
My fourth point to Doctor
is~the second
part of the motion is precisely to the point.
HEADY

Professor Telly.

PROFESSOR TELLY
A FACULTY MEMBER

I move the previous question.
Second.

HEADY The previous question has been moved and
seconded. Those in favor -EUBANK

Point of order .

HEADY I believe this is a privileged question or
Privileged motion.
EUBANK

You make it at the time it is put to the

floor.
HEADY I am ready to put it to the floor, yes,
because I did recognize Professor Telly .
EUBANK My motion can be made before that motion
is voted upon .
HEADY

Pardon?
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EUBANK Any person can be heard before that
motion is voted upon.
HEADY All right. Since Mr. Telly is the next
one on my list and this is the motion he has made,
and it has been seconded, you will now put the motion
on the previous question.
EUBANK When did a list of people have precedence
over the people who want to gain recognition from the
floor?
HEADY
EUBANK
question.

Well, we -I just asked that question as a parlimentary

HEADY Well, I believe the chair has the privilege
of selecting from those who are calling for attention.
I have been following the practice of noting people
who have asked for the floor and trying my best to call
on them in the order in which I am aware that they are
asking for the floor. That's how it happened that Mr.
Telly came up with this point.
SMITH

And he is quite correct.

He is quite correct .

HEADY We will now vote on the previous question.
I hope you all understand that situation by this time . I
think I will call for a voice vote. Those in favor please
say "Aye 11 ; opposed II no". The motion nas carried.
Mr. Secretary, would you read the motion of
Professor Howarth, as amended, so we will all know what the
language is?
DURRIE Please correct me if I don't have this right .
The Faculty expresses to the Policy Committee and wishes
that the Policy Committee express to the Regents its
opposition to plans for writing a new constitution at this
time.
It also expresses its opposition to the method of
selection of representatives to a committee on University
G
-.,,.,_c:_
overn
as proposed by the Regents .
HOWARTH

'
II 11 l l .
Make it
a -universi. t y cons t.i t u t.ion,II wh.ic h
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was it.

J

DORRIE Th~ term used, yes. An all-university
constitution -- writing an all-university constitution
at this time.
HEADY All right. You heard the motion . Those
in favor please say "aye"; opposed "no". The motion
has carried.
EUBANK
HEADY

Mr. President, may I ask a question?
Yes.

EUBANK Where in the proceedings did the confusion
come between the constitutional committee and drafting
the constitution?
HEADY Well, I am not sure.
I think this point
was commented on by at least one person who spoke during
the debate .
EUBANK

Was this in the Board of Regents or where?

MERKX Mr. Chairman, that's the thing I opened my
statements: it says here to draw up a new constitution,
which I ass ume means develop a new constitution . That is
in the Regent's reso l ution.
EUBANK But was that the resolution that was passed
from the committee to the Regents?
COTTRELL No . It came about by that.
modified somewhere along the way.
GREEN

Mr . Chairman

HEADY

Mr. Green.

GREEN

I move we adjourn .

A FACULTY MEMBER

I think it got

Second the motion.

SMITH

Point of personal privilege.

HEADY

A motion to adjourn is in order, I believe,
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and it has been made.
SMITH

I rise on a point of personal privilege.

HEADY

What is your point of personal privilege?

SMITH My point of personal privilege is that I
Parking
think there are some matters relating to parking which are
worth discussion before a Faculty meeting -- at a Faculty
meeting before so long and I can't resist wondering whether
if the Campus Planning Committee had not marched down t he
hill again, we would at this point, have a motion to
adjourn.
HEADY I guess you have stated your point of
personal privilege.
SMITH That's right. That' s what it was. I would
like to be on a later agenda.
HEADY

Those in favor --

HOWARTH Mr . President, does the rule not say
if we move to adjourn without completing business at
a specific time -HEADY We suspended that rule, Pro fessor Howarth.
We are back to Robert's Rules of Order at this point, I
gather. The motion to adjourn has been made and seconded.
Those in favor please say II aye 11 ; opposed II no 11 • The motion
has carried.
Adjournment, 5:45 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

A)_~-<-<
N. Dur~e,
Secretary
-.;..r1 _

October 14, 1969

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO FACULTY CONSTITUTION

The Policy Committee recommends the following amendment to
the Faculty Constitution:
In Article I, Section 6(a) -- see page 22 in
Faculty Handbook -- change 11 (4) 11 to "(5)" and
11 (5)"
to "(6) 11 ; insert a new (4) as follows:
"to consult with the Administration in the
development · of the budget, with special attention to the policy questions of the distribution
of resources."

2

GRADUATE STUDENT GOVERNMENT
The Faculty Policy Committee makes the following recommendations
relative to the question of a separate graduate student government:
1. It is recommended that a separate graduate student
government be instituted which is to be responsible for collecting and disbursing monies, for conducting business relative to
graduate students, and providing a structure by which the
graduate student body may participate in the decision making
processes of the University. In making this recommendation the
members of the Faculty Policy Committee wish to express their
concern that the two governments, both undergraduate and graduate,
will work cooperatively in matters of concern to all students.
2. The Faculty Policy Committee recommends to the faculty
the approval of the Graduate Student Constitution as ratified
by the graduate students in the September 1969 referendum.
3. Finally, it is recommended that the ASUNM budget for
1969-70 not be adversely affected by the creation of a separate
graduate student government; but that graduate student fees
resulting from a proposed changed fee structure be made available to the graduate student government in semester II, 1969-70.

1 3
THE PURPOSE AND HISTORY
OF
THE GRADUATE STUDENT COUNCIL
The Graduate Student Council was organized and chartered in 1965 by .a group
of graduate students in order to meet the increasing needs of graduate students,
and to improve the cultural, social and professional aspects of graduate education a.t The University of New Mexico. According to its Constitution, "the purpose
of the Council shall be to provide: 1) a forum wherein graduate students may
consider issues bearing directly upon their affiliation with the University of
New Mexico; 2) a means of responsible comnru.nication with the Faculty and Administration· concerning these issues; 3) encouragement of interdisciplinary professional relationships among graduate students; L) responsible self-continuation
arrl development of its body, government, objectives, arrl action. "
Sinco it was organized, the Graduate Student Council has conducted numerous
surveys to determine the rnajor "needs and interests of graduate students . From
the~ surveys a profile of the graduate student body has been developed . A very
significant discovery from these surveys has been that the majority of graduate
students have special professional, social, and financial interests w-hi.ch are very .
distinct from those of undergraduates . ASUN11 has not been willing to recognize
this important distinction. Cons~ently, most of the service~ provided by ASUNM
are not relevant to graduate student needs . The Graduate Student Council has
continuaJ.ly tried to secure sufficient financial asoistance from ASUNM in ar der
t~ respond to these legitimately perceived special needs and interestsA In addition to surveys, the GSC has conduetoo research in order to improve the quality
of graduate education at UNM . A good example of the results of this type of
~search ?an be found in the recommendations of the GSC for the improvement or
e DNM Library System.
la ~he Graduate Student Council has always tried to maintain a close working
~e tionship with ASUNlA, and has cooperated fully with every effort of ASUNM
0:1t ~rograms which benefit all students at UNM.
This close world.ng
e
~
J.onship
is
considered
important
because
one
of
the
primary
purposes of
0
ratuate Student Council is to contact and bring together graduate students
. ht more fully participate in the student life
.
iso 1hat. they
-- IIll.g
of t h e um.. versi·tY,
0
/
~ding ASUNMo This has been very difficult to accomplish because one mailing
a t graduate students costs the Graduate Student Council one- third of the
a.mooun·
ASUNM
With ad
a~cat 7d to the GSC for its budget during this pas! school yeare
and
~quate financial support , the GSC could provide many services far graduates
beenU:~rgraduates which are not being provided by ASUNM. Constant efforts have
but
e by the GSC to get support for these services from student government,
every effort has failed.

//::ry

hour )o~ several years full time graduate students (those taking twelve or more
Duris ave contributed an average of $1L,ooo.oo per year to the ASUNJ! budgeta
3 2~ gie pa.st two years the GSC has submitted a reasonable budget request of
~;in \~to ASUNM in order to carry out its purpose on behalf of graduate students ..
e"len ~ons· s past year the GSC received only $900.00 from ASUN:M. ASUNM refused to
acadelll:i. J.der the budget request of the Graduate Student Council for the next
Councilcfyear° Consequently, no funds have been allocated to the Graduate Student
ha1e f a~r 1969:-19?0 . Numerous efforts to secure equitable funding from ASUNM
do This is the main reason why the GSC has not been abJe to do an

continued --

rag

adequate job, and this is al sC' why many gr aduate students are unaware of its effor·ts
and accomplishments .
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This spring, in accordance 'With ASUNM procedure , the GSC submitted to ASUNM
a substantially larger budget request than in previous years. This budget request,
based upon our surveys , was thoroughly substantiated in terms of specific programs
and projects ,, The GSC wanted ASUNM to realize what kinds of services the graduate
students wanted arrl what coul d be provided with adequate financial support r
Although the GSC realized that it wouldn't receive the full amount requested,
nevertheless, it was naturally assumed that the GSC budget request would receive
serious consideration . After the GSC heard that ASUNM 1 s Finance Connnittee refused
to even consider its budget request and chose rather to ignore it, the GSC sought
a hearing with the ASUNM budget hearing committee. On four seµ,.rate occasions
t he graduat e students were pr esent for these hearings , but they were cancelled
because the members of the ASUNM budget hearing committee failed to show up for
the hearings , An effort was also ma.de to get a full hearing before the Student
Senate, but this was also rejected by ASUNM. It was only after these efforts
failed that the GSC decided to send out a referendum in order to get an indicat ion of how graduate students feel about remining with ASUNM. Over 3~% of the
total graduate student body responded to the referendum and 91.'7% of those voting
were in favor of creating a separate GRADUATE STUDENT ASSOCIATI ON" The Student
Bar Association held its own referendum and had approximately the same percen:-.age
in favor of independence and autononw ~ Since the end of the school year, the
GRADUATE STUDENT COUNCIL has received forty additional returns with thirty-four
oting in favor of the referendum. Also, several have called t o indicate that
they had lost their ballot, but that they wanted to be recorded as being in favor
of the ref erendumo
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On May 11.i, the Graduate Student Council Executive Committ ee voted unanimously
to abide by the results of the Graduate Student Referendum, to creat e an autonomous
Graduate Student Association, to collect and administer fees according to t he
proposed fee structure, and to work in coordination with ASUNM fo r services wlhich
are of benefit to graduate s"tudents. Since the end of the school year, after the
results of the referendum were tabulated, the GSC received t he forty additional
:turns mentioned above~ It should be pointed out that the percentage of graduate
thudents voting on our refer endum this past Spring was considerably greater than
e percent.age of students voting in a typical ASUJ\'IM electiono
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d f ~n May 20 , the GSC request ed the faculty at a scheduled faculty meeting t o
1; ea · the passage of the amendment to Article VIII of the ASUNM Constitution c
s r ssed, this amendment would have deleted the ·word "undergraduate" from the
ence - 11A student activity fee shall be levied on each regular undergraduate
h : nt at the University • 11 The faculty defeated the passage of this amendment o
de:t efeat of this amendment seemed to mean that activity fees for graduat·e stusee 8 dmust now be optional·. The defeat of this amendment by the voting faculty
al~f to mean that mandatory activity fees cannot be legally collected t his
·t · r om
( graduate students taking twelve or more hourso However, si nce the
he ~on hich includes the activity fee) for all full time students is set by
ac i~~d of E~ucational Finance and can only be changed by the BEF, the $12000
• 6 s~ fee ~ be collected from all students taking twelve or more hours c
is mo er the Board of Regents reversed the vote of the f aculty~ Consequently.,
ney col lected fro~ graduate students will automatically go to ASUNM~
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on May 28, the Policy Committee concluded that the GSC could not collect
activity fees from graduate students until after the GSC writes a new constitution for an independent and autonomous GRADUATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION, and gets
this Constitution approved by the graduate student body, faculty and Regentso
!.!embers of the Policy Committee suggested that the GSC appear before the Board
of Regents this summer and request the Regents to instruct the University to put
the activity fees collected from g:taduate students taking twelve or more hours
in e1>Crow until such time that the above procedure is completed . If the Graduate
Student Council should fail to get its Constitution approved> the money placed in
escrow would then have been given to ASU:NM, or returned to the graduate students
'th the option as to whether or not they desire to be members of ASUNMo The
Board of Regents rejected our request to place this money in escrow on the grounds
that this would be unfair to ASUNM ~ This decision of the Regents is contrary to
the Student Cour-r-of Associated students judgment of March 20, 1969 that "graduate
students are not required to pay the Activity fee specified in the Constitution
of ASlTNM" because 11 there is no provision made for levying this fee against graduate
students. r: This decision of the li.egents is contrary to the draduate Student
Referendum held this Spr:Lng . All of this took place before the ASUNM budget was
even prepared. And this decision of the Regents reverses the faculty vote of
y 20.? 19690
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T~e G:aduate Student Council is , and a new GRADUATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION will
,dpr1.mar1.ly service oriented , Our concern has always been to meet the special
nee s
· t
f t and 1.n
erests of graduate students . We want to cooperate with all segments
~li~~ Un~versit? - - students , faculty , administration, and Regents Confrontation
cs 1.s foreign to our primary concern c
be

·:·:·} ...·:.
.....-: : -·--···

.. . . . . .

... ...
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Through contributions and a limited loan the Graduate Student Council is
Many graduate
students have worked very hard this sunnner to complete a Constitution and By-laws
for a GRADUATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION . If the graduate students at UNM approve this
ne 7 Constitution and fee structure , it will then be submitted to the Policy Committee
and ~he Voting Faculty for approval . If the faculty approves , it will then be
~~in:-tte~ to the Board of Regents . If the Regents ratify this Constitution, a
1 hzat1. on formula will be worked out in cooperation -wi. th ASUNM for the purchase
of AS
services vrhich are relevant to graduate students ..
barely able to conduct this final referendum on a new Constitution.
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of d'Gr~du~te students at this University, who are seeking degrees in a variety
und isc1.pl1.nes, have very l i ttle opportunity to relate to each other and to
hol~aduate_studentsc The majority of graduate students are married and are
stud 1tg dm7n Jobs to pay for their education and family expenses . Graduate
· d1.cated
·
ounen. 1s have 1.n
on numerous surveys conducted by the Graduate Student
CUlt~ 1that they_would like to r ~late to other graduate students on a social,
ere~ prof~s3ional and intellectual level& They would like to have a means
e st d hey i_rught more conveniently be able to come together to i:articipate in
ich u ent 11.fe of this University . They would like to have an ASSOCIATION
hou~u~d :epr~sen~ their interests in the student life of this Universityo
e O
heir time is precious , they would like to have someone represent
he den-~tters that directly affect them . They would like to be included in
e~1.s1.on-making process of this University.. ASUNM is not presently structured
surgr:~uate student needs , represent graduate student interests, nor GO
e at the majority of graduate students have a voice in student affairso

t

lJID! Graduate Student Association

CONSTITUTION
PREAMBIE
I
~ •

;

#

' ••

• - '

We, the graduate students of the University of New Mexico, in order to
promote the interests of the graduate students of this University and to form
a more adequate and relevant association, by the authority of the Board of
Regents, Administration, arrl Faculty of this University, and in o.rrder to provide for the promotion, maintenance, and regulation of such matters as are
delegated by them to us, do establish this Constitution.

•

ARI'ICIB I.
•.,,..,.

..
,.

,,.

The r.aIPe of this organization shall be the Graduate Student Association
of the University of New Mexico, hereinafter referred to as the GSA •.
B. All graduate students at the University of New Mexico shall be members
of the GSA.
c. Any graduate student is eligible for election to the GSA Council from
his respective Department or School an~ ~ligible for any appointed office

A•

-. .

ARTICI.E II•

.·

.

- : .• .,

.

'- ,.
,..I •

:v

A. The government of the GSA shall be the elected Representatives of the
graduate students to the GSA Council.
B. The GSA Council shall include as voting members one representative of
the graduate students from each Department or School as defined in the
By-Laws.
1. Elections for Repres.e ntatives from each Department or School shall
be held once each year as provided in the By-Laws. If the elected
Representative, or Alternate, is unable to serve, the GSA Council
shall authorize an election to fill the vacancy.
2. If a Department or School is unrepresented for three consecutive
regular meetings, his seat on the GSA Council is vacated pending a
special election.
3. A Representative shall represent the graduate students of his
Department or School at all Council meetings •
c. The GSA Council shall include as non-voting members such persons as the
By-Laws shall provide.
D. The Council shall meet at least once each month per academic semester
as provided in the By-Laws.
E • The parliamentary authority for meetings of the Council shall be Robert:1.s
~ s of Order, Revised.
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~CI.E III.

I

,
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•

•
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A. The Officers of the GSA shall be a President ar.d a Vice-President.
1 • Any graduate student in good academic standing is eligible to
run for the Office of President or Vice-President.
2 • Elections shall be held at-large in February of the Spring Semester ~
3. The elected President and Vice-President shall serve for one
calendar year.
4. Officers of the GSA shall not function as Voting Representatives of
Depart~€nts or Schools.

~

, J.l ..

. .... ,.
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B.

The budget prepared by the GSA Council shall be approved by two- thirds

of those graduate students voting in the February Officer elections .
ARTICI.£ IV.

A. The elected Officers, Cabinet members , appointed staff and elected Representatives of the GSA shall be subject to removal from office for
cause by a two-thirds vote of the GSA Council, or be subject to a recall
petition of the graduate students •

I: ~"

... •

ARTICLE V.

,,

•,•

'I· ·.'

.

A. Ther e shall be a Cabinet composed of the President, the Vice-President,
and at least five graduate students appointed by the President and approved by the GSA Council .
R. The Cabinet shall also include any other members as provided for in the
By-Laws • .
C. The Cabinet shall exercise only those powers delegated to it .
ARTICIE VI .

A

An activity fee of $1 .00 per credit hour shall be levied on all graduate
students carrying less than nine credit hours .
B. An activity fee of no more than $12 . 00 shall be levied on all graduate:·
students carrying nine credit hours or more .
·
C. The University of New Mexico is authorized by the GSA to collect these
fees on its behalf.
0

. ·,

ARTICIE VII.

..

A. There shall be a Graduate Student Ombudsman .

.

~ ICIE VIII .

...

A. By-Laws conforming to this Constitution shall be adopted by a majority
of the entire GSA Council .
B. A:ny graduate student may propose an amendment to this Constitut~on . A
copy of the proposed amendment shall be distributed to all Representatives at least one week before c·onsideration by the GSA Council , and if
approved by two-thirds vote of the entire GSA Council, the proposed amendment shall be submitted to the graduate students within one month ,
and shall be adopted if approved by a majority of those voting .
C. To become effective , each amendment must be approved by the Voting Faculty, President of the University, and the Regents of the University .
~CIE IX .
A. This Constitution shall be effective when approved by two- thirds of
the.UNM Graduate Students voting in a Constitutional Referendum, the
Voting Faculty, the Administration, and the Regents of the University
of New Mexico.
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ffiOPOSED BY-LAWS
~

.

ARTICIE I .

.. .::,

A. These By-Laws may be amended by a majority of the entire GSA Council •
•
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ARTICIE II •
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A. Eligibility of~ Depart11Bnt or School for GSA Council representation shall
be determined by the following crit eria :
1. The ·Department or School must consist of fifteen or ·more graduate .
... students _a ccording to the Registrar I s Office, UNM.
2. . TJ::iei · Department . _or School must be able to award a graduate degree or
certificate beyond the Baccalaureate Degree .
3. The Department or School failing to meet the first foregoing requirement, but meeting the second, may, upon joint approval of all graduate
students involved, · either· join with an eligible Department or School
or w.i tt( another · similarly non..;;eiigible Department or School · so as to
bring the combined total of graduate students· to 1'ifteeii-~or lm.ore o .· ·
L. Departments or Schools listed in the current University of New 11exico
Bulletin (Graduate School) and/ or fulfilling the above requirements
shall be eligible for representation to the GSA Council .
5. A Department or Schooi holding a seat on the GSA Council fail1ng to
satisfy Article II. Section A~ of these By- Laws for two consecut1:\re
semesters shall lose its eligibility.
B. Representatives shall:
l . Appoint and authorize an .Alternate who shall sit ori the GSA Council in
t~~ R~presentative' s absence .
· .,-.
2·. Serve until election of another Representative ·rrom his Department or .
School .
·
. ·
3. Inform all graduate students of his Department or School of GSA activiti r
~· Account to the GSA Officers for all GSA monies allocated to his Department or School •
c. The GS-4. Council shall:
· ··
1 • ~n~lu~e as non~voting members the Vice- President for Student. Affairs
and ·a representative of The Graduate School·.
-·
2• Constitute a quorum when one-half ·of the voting members of · the GSA
Council are present .
3. Authorize a special representative election in arry Department or.
School upon receipt of a recall petition signed by twenty- five graduate
students in. the Department . or School or fifty percent of those graduate
·
· ..
4 students , which~ver i s the r.lesser number .
• Re.view t.he reports of ' ail. s·t anding and select committees at l east once
.
.
each academic: ·semester.. . . ·-·
5• .,Meet. in .epecia'J. Session when called at the request of the GSA President
or any t:en GSA Council · Representatives.
a. Special Sessions shall be held within seventy-two hours of, ·a call
thereof .
b. Two-thirds of the voting members of the GSA Council shall constitute
6. A ~ quo.rum for Special Sessions .
.
.
d~ 1 !ems to the original agenda':.o f. any Council meeting if . a ·simple
. ~·:Jor~ty _.o r.. ~he quorum votes_i ii ~a"Y'or of the addition . · A se:parrate·
te is required for each new item.
;, '
-1-
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a . Be composed of five graduate students who .ar;:E? no~ candid_ates for
election.
.. ~. ·
b . Regulate and supervise all elections of all GSA Officers . ···
c . Provide adequate notice of all elections at least thirty days
prior to a proposed date .
d·. Determine the · eligibility of,.. ~11 caooidat.es. · for.. G~A Offices at
least one week prior to a proposed election.
.. ·
e . Arrange for , and supervise the casting of ballots in all elections
for GSA Offices .
f . Certify that the:!election expent=.?!:}S of. all ca,nqj..dat~s . were .~sbursed
fro~ funds received from UNM graduate ·students a.rid, __fr-om::ho' other
1 ··
sources .
·
·
· .,,,'.· '": ·j:
g. Publish the ·or'fici.a l .results . of ·all el,ections to GSA Offices·." .
9. Prepare a detailed budget : for ·a ll operat{o'.ris ..of the· GSA in ·the' fall
semester subject to approval by' gradu~te stu.,d:ent,s during at; iarge
election~ in February. , ·
·. :.~,)t. '· ·
'. _:.··.\.
...
. .~ .. .
ARTICIE III .
:

,_._.
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3. Be ,elec~ed at large i? February of th~}.LSp;ing semeste~ .
B• R presentat1ves from the eligible Depart,m,ents or Schools shall : ·.:· ·
1. Be
.. of:
· their
· ~ respective
·
· · or
Schoelected. at. a general meeti l'lg
Departments
d t ols within the first three weeks of the fall : semester or· at a
a e authorized by the GSA Council.
,.
.. .
. •·. . . ·..: . ,
2 • Not be a · t d
·
·· · .
· ·· ·
·
c In th
ppoin .e by any member of tbe . faculty or. .administration. ,
• th GeSAevcent ~f a ·vacancy of the ·Office'<of. GSA President or Vic~- President,
ounc1.l
· t an interim
·
· officer, by majority vote,
· · t o· .
e until
th shall appoi~
serve
a Special At- r:. e;e~ted ?fficer returns or -until a . successor is el~cted:~
in the Constitut ~ l!;Alec~1.on, or until the next· regular election as. prOVid
1.on rticle III • Section A. Item 2 .
'
ARTICIE IV .
. ..·.
• I

• • ••

' •

l _..

A• ihe President. shall : · • ...
. ...
. ·:..-i ..
,
. .
• Act as chief executi v
·
·
· ·::' .;··,
·
'GSA•
2 • Act as Chairm.an of the officer 3:1:ct off i cial _representative of the
3• Provide notice of alle GSA_, c.ounc;i.l apd, _C?,binet ... .
s
at least +--enty f . meetings 'Of ·the .. cabinet. or .Council to the ~
1.
1.1H
- our hour
· ·
· · ·
q • Furnish a copy of the
s_ pri~r tq the-:,Jp.~eting time o
10ted
on at a GSA Coun . 1 ag~nda and all dpouments to· be consider ed or 1 ur
hours prior to t~~ m:!11.ng tp each ·Representative at ieast twent~- 0
a • Items not on the
.~•
. . . '.: .
By- Law Article II ~ngin~l agenda may rb~ added to .. ~he agenda per
5. Co- sign with th GSA •S~ction ·C• Item-q.
.
6, Furnish to the ~ounci~1.~e- :r-esi~ent a],l Qhecks_ of the G!3A • . st
once each ioonth nd
financial statement of operations at lea i1
a at other t ime.s
·
· :the
.. GSA Co.unc •
·at the request .of.·.
I

...... ,

.. :·

_

,

.(· r . .

;"' _1

C .

es

new.

~: ABectraessprec?brd
1ing secretary for all GSA Cabinet and Council meetings.
onsi e for the maintenance and management of the GSA Office
and Lounge .
6, Conduct
7 Oth ,· research at the direction of the GSA Council .
8 Re e:i 11 se act at the direction of the President . ·
•
ceive
here
sh ll a 8 t·ipend as approved by the GSA Council .
1. Be e~ t be a Graduate Student Ombudsman who shall:
2. Servee~hed by.the Cabinet subject to the app!~val of ~he GSA Council.
Presid ~ entire graduate student population and subnn. t to the GSA
3. Serv en . an annual surmnary of his activities .
e until his resigna
·
t ion
·
·· removed by the Cabinet subjec t
or until
to the
4. Rec . approval of the GSA Council .
·
eive
a
sti
d
P~n as approved by the GSA Council .
er Staff
of the GSA Cmemb~rs may be appointed by the President subject to the approval
ouncil .
0

•

-3- 2- .

lJ

·•• 1

... ~ ·
thorough resume of activities ;_:a nd operations carried' ·on during his
"' ' t.
tenur~ of offic.e a;t' 'least One month prior ·_to lean.ng. office .
8. MaintatinAfafc~ose . ~vor~ing,{~.t ·a t~o~~hi.p · w~~h.trttr....-Y~b'~_fPr~.f ;i.dent for
Stud~
,.,..~irs ~
: 'r. . >': ,· '· ·>: ::··' ;· .: .. . • .
.·,...
9, Develop ~!ld· annually _1:'e~ew a . mqt,;~ ~'i.n~t1li2at-1on of services formula
in..cQQp,er,ation. vdth A$UID.~.-,-.This,· :f_ormuJi,a ·v d.ll1;provide the basis for
·." the .purch~se,: of ··.sepvic
providid:.J:~wr-:;ASUNM·''.ar,{d the GSA. · ·- · '
10 Make · appointments. ·to:·1Jniversity Facu=l,.ty·_tG:Ommittees and GSA .committees .,
in . cpnsultationLwi th · the·..cabinet . , Al-1~. ·gra:du~t~ students sh~ll · be . eli- .
·giole for all appointments~ . A~l such appointrre~ts shall be~,:~jict. to
th~..d:i,.~app:rovalr-o.i the.·.GSA Council . - .
·
(. · ·. ·
./\, >·'. ··::. ·. ..
11, Appoint graduate stude-n ts . t-9,.·represent.. tb~ .. GSA- 'at· ·Fai:u.lty' ,Meet'ings.
12. Be a memb~r,:_of .the Fa~lilty Graduate...-Cotnmittee and . be"\'ar/ ex- officio
member of all GSA committees-.
· ··
13. Inform the GSA Council :in· writirig of·:a.11 matters ·of concern to GSA .
l.4 . Otherwise act at the di,rection of the GSA Council• . ·-·>,
15. Receive a stipend at· _least equivalent to that of 'a 'reaching Assistant .
B. The Vice-President shall: · · ·
·
,
- · · : ·.
1. Act as President in the ab_sence or . incapacity of th~ :President ·until
t~E;l latter returns · or until the election of: a'
Pr'e sident ..
~.:·~,-- ;, .
';,·, .
2• Be a me'niber of the GSA Council .
.,,~1·
3. Be a member. of a faculty Elomrnitt.E;le .
.,. ~ . ;-:' ,. ·
.. , ,· .
4. Be responsible for. the··1p±'ogfamming activities of tn~ "(}SA arrl · iri this ·
. ,:·
capacity s.ubntj.t to · the P,r-epi-d~nt' ~ - summary of such activitie~ within.. ·; .- ,, . _
:- ···
one mcnth,..PF,,ior t ·o. ·1eaving : offie·&-• ··
5. Otherwise represent the GSA as directed by the President .
6. Co-sign with the GSA President all checks of the GSA .
,. 7, Receive a stipend as approved by the GSA Council . ·
' There shall be an Administrative Assistant who shall:
1• ~e appoint~d by the President and be responsible to the President .
2• e responsible for maintaining the financial records of the GSA on a
nxmthly basis •
3• Prepare the yearly financial statement required of the GSA President
~!e:e~~ as the monthly financial statement per By-Law IV. Section A~
J.

• The President and Vice-President of the GSA ~h;li: .
1. Have earned ~least six graduate credit hour:s ..in r'e.sidence at · l$!,
2• Have attended- umr at 'least one full -q.Cademie semester immediately I!'ior
to electfo.n.
· :,
·
. · ., .
·
· · ·: ·

....,, ..

.

....

I

7• File in the GSA Office and d~s~ribute to·-,curreht . Re~~s¢nta~ives a

7. Establish all standing and select committees~
8. Establish an Elections Comittee which shall:

•

4

.. ..

\.

.. .;..r
.

4 ,

. . . ...
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.. .
'
. :... ~
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7. Establish all standing and select committees ..
8. Establish an Elections Committee which shall:
a . Be composed of five graduate students who .a,r,:e nqt cc3:ndid_ates for
election.
.. •. ·,
b. Regulate and supervise all elections of all GSA Officers . ·· ·
c . Provide adequate notice of all elections at least thirty days
prior to a proposed date .
d·. Determine the · eligibility of~ ~11 candidat.es. · for. _. GSA _Offioes at
least one week prior to a proposed election.
e . Arrange for, and supervise the casting of ballots in all elections
for GSA Offices .
f . Certify that the:rel.ection. expem;~s of all ca,nd;i.dat~s . were .~sbursed
froI!l funds received from UNM graduate ·students a._
nq. _ft·oi'ho' other
1 ··
..
• :r:
sources .
,
·
· ·
·
· ,_,(·": ·1.
g. Publish the ·or'fici'al .results. of ·all el.e ctions to GSA Offices·." .
9. Prepare a detailed budget , for ·a ll operatfoos ,,of. the GSA in ·the' fall
semester subject to approval by graduate stid-ent,s during a'·h;iarge
election~ in February. , ;
.:.:;,:::; '- ·
' ··
.

"

ARTICIE III .

"r'"',, 'l.;

. !'•

.. · - ~j1

. ,.

A. The President and Vice-President of the GSA ~h~li: · .
1. Have earned ~least six graduate credit hour.s . .in r'e.sidence at ·l${,
2 • Have attended- UN1.I at ·1east one full -a,cademie s~inester immediately J!'ior

to electi'o.n .

.

.

.

•c •.

•

. ' ·:

•

J . Be elec~ed at . large _~n February of th~.,.LSp;ing semeste~ .

B. R presentatives from the eligible Depart,rients or Schools shall : < ·
1. Be elected at a general mee ti ng
· · o·f · t heir
· ~ respective
·
Department s· or
~~ools within the first three weeks ~f the fall : semester or· at a
a e authorized by the GSA Gounci1..
,.
.. .
. ·. .
·.: .
2 • Not be appointed
by
a
'L-..
·
• .
••· ·
• .
ny memuer of tbe . faculty or. -administration. •
C• In the event f ·.
·
' Presiden'
· t
th GSA C
~ a vacancy of the ·Office <of· GSA President
or Vice~
· ouncil
· t an interim
·
· officer' by majority vote.,
· · t0· •
serve
unt
· 1 th shall ap poin
1
a Special At-r: e;e~ted ?fficer ret~rns or -un:til a . successor. is elected:~
in the Constitut ~ .uAlec~ion, or until the next·. regular election as pr~d
ion rticle III • Section A. Item 2 .
.
ARTICIE IV .
A• The President shall · -

1

•

2•

3.

~•

5•
6.

• -·
...
_- :_·'.i ···..
.
. .
.
Act as chief executi v
·
'.: .;··,
·
GSA•
. Act as Chairma
f t 8 officer and official representative of the
Provide notice no; a11e GSA_, c_ounc·;i.1 apd, _Cabinet... .
.
s
at least twenty-f
meeting~ of ·the Cabine~. or .Council to the membeI'
Furnish a copy of o:e hours_ pri~r tq the-:W~e_ting time.,
voted
on at a GSA Council ag~nda and all dpouments to· be considered or four
hours prior to th mee~ing t_p each ·Representative at ieast twentye meeti
·
·
a . Items not on the
.~ ·
. .. '.:.
By- Law Article II ongin~l agenda may ib~ added to .. ~he agenda per
Co-sign with th GSA • . S~ction . C• Item-q•.
.
.
Furnish to the ~ounci~i:e- :i-esi~ent a.J.,l Qhecks_ of the G~ ·
.
st
once each Ilk)nth and at O finan~ial statement of opera.t ipns at 1eacil•
ther time.s ·at the request ..of.'.'the GSA co.un
'

•

I.

- 2- .

.

... .. , ....
.

.

.

~ I

u ; _.

7• File in the GSA Office and d~s~ribute to·- ,curre·n t .Re~esentatives . a

...

0 ·

thorough resume of activities :"'a nd operations carried'" ·on during his
"' ', · '
tenure: of offic.e at ' least one month :p rior ·_to leaving _office .
8. Maint~in a close 11orking r.e.iationship · with_'the Vihe:_President
for
..-r
, ;
Stud~t Af.f.~irs~ - - · .,.. ;.
. ,,. , .·· ,. ,',. ... · · :· : _.~r:...L· · · : · •
9. Deveiop ~11.i annually xe~~'l a _·mqti:~ al;)-:q.tili~ation of services forlID.lla
in __cg~p.Ei:r-ation. vd th A$UNM.:. This.· .:f_ormul.a wilJ) ;provide the basis for
·.' the .pur~ha.,:se!: of ·· sefvi_c'es provid,e d:J?iY:-:;ASUNM·''an'.d the GSA .
·. · '
10~ Make · app,ointments- to:·1Jniversi ty Facuity·rC:Ornmittees and GSA .committees .,
in . cpnsultationLwi th . the·__Cabinet . , Al-l v gra:du~t~ students shc!-11 ·be . eli- .
·giole for all appointment·s ~ . A}.l such appointments shall be:,:~j_~ct. to
th~.. ~:i~app:roval r-of the_·_GSA Co~cil. :·;. · ·. , _
11. Appoint graduate students . _t.Q,.·represent.. tbe GSA 'at· Fa_!::;u.lty , Meetings.
12. Be a memb~P:.of .the: Fa'ctilty Graduate.,Co!fllllittee anc.l" b~\'ar/ ex-officio
member of all GSA committees.
· ···
· ·.:· ·
13 , Inform the GSA Council :in· writirig of·: a.11 matters ·of concern to GSA .
lil . Otherwise act at the direction of the GSA Council• . --··>,
15 , Receive a stipend at - l~ast equivalent to that of a +eaching Assistant .
B, The Vice-President shall: ·. ·
·
,
- ·· : ·
1. Act as President in the absence or incapacity of ·th~ :President ·until
th,e latter returns · or until the election of ' a· 'new Pr'e sident ..
. ... ,·- :.
·.' \;°': . :; ,. .
J.
2. Be a me'mber of the GSA Council.
.,~1J. Be a member. of a .faculty 6ommittee .
· -;. ·: ·' .. ·
L. Be responsible f-or. the .lp±'ogr:arrunf~g activities of tn~ GSA and iri , this ·
'· ::··
.
capaci'!;y s,ubntj.t to the Ere;:,id~nt: ~- summary of such activities within .
one mcnth .. pl':;i.or t o.· 1eaving : o·ffic·e:• · ·
S. Otherwise represent the GSA as directed by the President .
6. Co-sign with the GSA President all checks of the GSA .
7, Receive a stipend as approved by the GSA Council . ·
There shall be an Administrative Assistant who shall:
1• :e appoint~d by the President and be responsible to the President .
2• e responsible for maintaining the financial records of the GSA on a
nnnthly basis .
.
3• Prepare the yearly financial statement required of the GSA President
~ts wel61 as the monthly financial statement per By-Law IV. Section A.
em •
~: ~tr::prec?brd
1ing secretary for all GSA Cabinet and Council meetings.
onsi e for the maintenance and management of the GSA Office
d
an Lounge .
6. Conduct
71 Oth , · research at the direction of the GSA Council .
8 Re e~Qse act at the direction of the President . ·
•
ceive
here
sh 11 as t·ipend as approved by the GSA Council .
1. Be e~ t be a Graduate Student Ombudsman who shall:
2. Servee~hed by.the Cabinet subject to the appT~val of ~he GSA Council .
Presid : entire graduate student population and subrm t to the GSA
3. Serve ent. an ~nnual sunnnary of his activities .
to theun il his resignation or until removed by the Cabinet subject
• Rec . approval of the GSA Council .
·
eive a sti P~nd as approved by the GSA Council .
0ther Staff
of the GSA Cmemb~rs may be appointed by the President subject to the approval
ouncil .
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ICIE V.

A. The membe hip of the Cabinet shall:.
1 Consist of no more than tvrel ve members· as follows-:
a. The GSA Presidenit,. ,.
GSI£. Vice-_?-resident,, the Dean of the Graduate
School r his representa ti-v.e, ._one l!.~<;leirgraduat:e. stpdent selected by
the ASUNM, and on~ faculty me1I1ber se~_e cted by the ,)faculty Policy
Conmti.ttee;
. ·
b Five GSA Presidential. appointees,: three of whom must be seated
D partmental Representatives in the GSA Council;
• frro 'membe:irs. selected by the GSA Council;
2 o Include no mo:Jre than two membe:irs frrom the same· Deprurtment. or School.
Th Cabin shall:
·
···,:-,
lo Serve as the executive committee off. ·the ;GSA Council and assist the
resident in the preparation of the agentla of the GSA Council.
2 · t in executive session at least .once e~ch ·.month o,f the academio yeti,
present at all meet,i ngs of the.· GSA 'c oun6il a~ othemvise ,reet at the
call of the President or three n:embm of · the Cabinet •.,:-·.-,. .:::-~·
3 Advi~e the GSA Council as to the need for,, . membe:zrship .
arrl the func-ttom.ng of standing and select;. C'Onnnittees-.
·
C• ot ce of all reetings of the Cabinet nrust be received by" its memoell"S at·
l
twenty--fom- hou:rrs prior to a proposed meeting.
·
D On -half of the zoombe:rrs of the Carri.net: shall C'onstitute a quorum.

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

October 7, 1969

t.h.~

on,:

To : The University Faculty

From:

John

N.

Durrie, Secretary

The following actions were taken by the Committee on the University
at its meeting held August 5, 1969 :

(1) It was voted that this committee recommend to the Re gents
that they establish a Constitutional Committee insuring the adequate representation of all segments of the University.
(2)
It was voted that this committee recommend to the
President, Faculty, and ASUNM that there be established a special
council advisory to the President composed of

7 Faculty (Chainnan of the Policy Committee and 6

members of the policy committee selected by
lot)

ARTICJE VI .

7 Students (President, Vice President, President pro tern

to

~mptiozro (This ffy--Iaw is lm~d
~alify for Fede:rral Income Tax
cha 1.0~ under IRC (C) (3) arid $hould not be ahanged except t:o c-onfom with
es
the Internal Revenue raw.)
.
.
• pn ~f .the net. eamings of" the.~Gnaduat-e Student · Associatiom shall inure
I th va e shaireho:Eders o:ir individual membe:irs
n. ;/vent of dissolutittn of the GSA,. the a;seits: of' the GSA shall be
:
ned to the Sch(?lorsbip Fund of' the UNM Graduate S.clloo:l.

of the Senate, a student elected at large by
the Senate, one graduate student selected by
the Graduate Student Council, one graduate
student selected by the Graduate Student Union,
one graduate student appointed by the ASUNM
President and approved by the Gradu~te Student
Council and the Graduate Student Union).
4 Administrators
2 Alumni chosen by Alumni Council
to be

.

Ch. convened on call by the President, ASUNM President, or
airman of the Policy Committee.

~

September 27, 1969 the Regents considered the above recommendat~~~ (#l) of. the Committee on the University and, upon rec<:>mmendaUniveby . President Heady, voted to establish an Ad Hoc Committee on
rec rsi. ty Governance to draw up a UNM Constitution which it could
bodoyrnmena for consideration by the Regents, faculty and student
fo11OWs:
• The Regents also voted that the Committee be cons ti tu ted as
faculty -- Six (6) faculty members chosen by the Regents
rom a panel of twelve (12) faculty members broadly repre;en~ative of discipline and rank, named by the Faculty
olicy Conunittee.
' , l. .
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Durrie, Secretary

fo llowing actions were taken by the Committee on the University
at i ts meeting held August 5, 1969 :

(1) It wa s voted that this committee recommend to the Re gents
that they establish a Constitutional Committee insuring the a dequate representation of all segments of t h e University .
(2) It was voted that this committee recommend to the
President, Faculty, and ASUNM that there be established a special
council advisory to the President composed of
7 Faculty (Chainnan of the Poli cy Committee and 6
members of the policy committee selected by
lot)
7 Students (President, Vice President, President pro tern
of the Senate, a student elected at large by
the Senate, one graduate student selected by
the Graduate Student Council, one graduate
student selected by the Graduate Student Union,
one graduate student appointed by the ASUNM
President and approved by the Gradu~te Stude n t
Council and the Graduate Student Union).
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4 Administrators
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.

2 Alumni chosen by Alumni Council
to be

Ch . convened on call by the President, ASUNM President, or
ai rman of the Policy Committee.
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~o~eptember 27, 1969 , the Regents considered the above reconune ndation (#l) of. the Committee on the University and, upon rec~mrnendaUniveby. President Heady, voted to establish an Ad Hoc Committee on
rec rsity Governance to draw up a UNM Constitution which it c ou l d
bodonrnena for consideration by the Regents , facult y and stu dent
fo/1 OWs
· The
Regents also voted that the Committee be constituted as
:
facult.Y - - Six (6) faculty members chosen by the Regents
rom a panel of t welve (12) facult y members broadly repre;en~ative of discipline and rank, n amed by t h e F aculty
olicy Committee .

1 3

Students -- (Six (6) students (two graduate and four
undergraduate) chosen by the Regents from panels as
indicated below.
One (1) graduate student from a panel of two (2)
graduate students named by the Graduate Student
Council.
One (1) graduate student from a panel of two (2)
graduate students from the Graduate Student Union,
named by the President of ASUNM and approved by
the ASUNM Senate.
Four (4) undergraduate students from a panel of
eight (8) undergraduate students named by the
President of the ASUNM and approved by the ASUNM
Senate.
(Note: Students from Law and Medicine may be included in
the panels of graduate students submitted.)
Administrators -- Four (4) administrative officers of UNM
chosen by the Regents from a panel of eight {8) administrative
officers (four (4) from central administration and four (4)
academic deans) named by the President of the University.
Alumni -- Three (3) members of the UNM Alumni Association
chosen by the Regents from a panel of six (6) named by the
President of the Alumni Association, in consultation with
members of the Executive Committee of the Association.

The Committee would be requested to:
1) Elect its own chairman as soon as possible after members
are chosen by the Regents;
2) Meet early in the fall of 1969 with the Board of Regents
to have its charge explained and to discuss with the Regents
details concerning schedule, reporting, and resource support.
~;ative to the constitution of the Ad Hoc C~mmittee on Uni~er 7ity
f ernance, the Faculty Policy Committee believes that a maJority
~acthe faculty panel (12) should be elec~ed by t~e University . .
r ulty rather than appointed by the Policy Committee. A specific
meconunendation relative to the selection of these 12 faculty
iembe:s will be made to the Faculty by the Policy Committee followng discussion of the report of the Committee on the University.

